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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE AND CONTENT OF THIS HANDBUOK

1,he requirement for air quality assessment had Its origin in
national legislation relating to the environment and Its protection.
Federal agencies have subsequently developed procedures for air quality
Investigations relating to their programs. The purpose of this handbook is
to provide additional guidance, procedures, and methodologies to be used in
satisfying the equirements of the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA). It Is Intended for use by FAA personnel, U.S. Air Force personnel
and/or airport sponsors involved In the preparation and/or review of
environmental assessments and/or subsequent environmental documents.
This handbook will also serve as a reference/textbook for the FAA's Envi-ronmental Trainii-g Course. 1

Section I of this handbook preseruts general background Informa-
tion regarding the basis for air quality assessment, projects requiring
such assessment, and the major pollutants.

Section II provides a detailed step-by-step description and
FN.. flow char-. of the tasks involved in the air quality assessment process,

including information on state assessment requirements.

Section III explains the various technical steps involved in
preparing an emission inventory and describes the range of air pollution

modeling techniques.

Section IV demonstrates the application of the assessment pro-
cedures to specific airport/air base actions through the development of
sample scenario's and resultant evaluations.

Section V provides a glossary of basic terms and a listing
of reference material.

SFAA Course #12000, presented at the FAA's Aeronautical Center In Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma.

V
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SECTION I: BACKGROUND

BASIS FOR THIS HANDBOOK

This section summarizes the historical and legal background
associated with the air quality assessment procedures established for
Federal Aviation Administration and U.S. Air Force actions.

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, As Amened

0 NEPA Is the basic national charter for the protection of the
environment. It sets forth national goals, establishes policy, and provides
the means for the execution of the policy. Several sections of NEPA relate
to general environmental assessment by agencies of the Federal Government:

Section 102(2)(A):

"...[all agencies of the Federal Government
shall) utilize a systematic interdisciplinary
approach which will insure the integrated use of
the natural and social sciences...in planning
and decision-making..."

Section 102(2)(B) :

"ct.[all agencies of the Federal Government

shall] identify and develop methods and proce-
dures...which will insure that presently un-
quantified environmental amenities and values
may be given appropriate consideration in
decision-making..."

Section 102(2)(C) t

". a11 agencies of the Federal Government
shall] include in every...report on major Fed-

eral actions significantly affecting the quality
of the human environment, a detailed statement
... on the environmental impact of the proposed
action. ."

p.~1-1



All Federal agencies were charged with reviewing their tradi-
tional missions and policies in light of the national environmental objec-
tives, and developing specific criteria and methods of identifying actions
likely to require assessment and impact statement preparation. It is
the responsibility of each Federal agency to evaluate the impacrts of a
proposed agency action in their decisioi-making process prior to the
authorization of the expenditure of Federal funds. This process is influ-
enced through coordination with State and local authorities, and while the
assessment procedures are frequently determined on a case by case basis,
they generally involve the steps outlined in this document.

Subsequent to NEPA [and the associated regulations from the
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)], the FAA and U.S. Air Force devel-
oped environmental procedures which apply the national policy to the
specific -ange of potential projects or actions with which each agency is
involved.

Airport and Airway Improvement Act of 1982

Section 509 of this act contains several environmental-related

criteria which must be met for approval of certain airport projects: air-
port location, major runway extension, or new runway location. Project
applicatioiis for these types of actions can riot be approved unless the
Governor (or his designee) certifies that "there is reasonable assurance
that the project will be located, designed, constructed or operated so as
to comply with applicable air and water quality standards."

"Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977

In addition to NEPA, the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 con-
stitute another piece of national legislation relating to the environment
whioh ultimately affects assessment procedures, but within the specific
impact area of air quality.

One of the key elements of the Clean Air Act Amendments and tha
4,%* assessment process is the State implementation Plan (SIP). Section 110 of

the Act requires each State to adopt a plan which provides for implementa-
tion, maintenance, and enforcement of the primary and secondary national
ambient air quality standards in that state. Section 176(C) states in part
that no Federal agency shall engage in, support in any way or provide
financial assistance for, license or permit, or approve any activity which
does not conform to the SIP.

A second key element of the legislation which relates to the
assessment proces's is found in Section 309: "Policy Review." This section

1-2



in part provides the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) with the author-
ity to review and comment In writing on the air quality impacts of major
Federal actions t 'o which NEPA [Section 102(2)(c)J applies. The coordination
mechanism for Involvement with air quality agencies at various levels is an
Integral part of the assessment process as referenced herein.

In an effort to develop air quality criteria to protect against
potential adverse effects, the legislation established two levels of airS quality standards. These are primary standards which are designed to pro.:
tect human health and secondary standards which are established to protect
human welfare. Table I-1 presents the current National Ambient Air Quality
Standards. It should be noted here that under provisions of the Clean Air
Act, states were also given the option of establishing their own ambient
air quality standards. However, standards adopted by the states must beL
either identical to or more stringent than the Federal standards.

Fede~ral Aviation Administration's Environmental Orders

Since the passage of NEPA, the development of the FAA's specific

environmental assessment guidance has been a dynamic one. Agency and courtNinterpretations, Increasing public interest, the availability of new
technical evaluation methods, related legislation for specific impact
areas, and the CEQ Regulations have all required that FAA's environmental
procedures be continually reviewed and modified accordingly over the years.

Three bcsic FAA orders now exist 'which provide environmental
guidance for the assessment of FAA actions and projects:

FAA Order 1050.1C (December 20, 1979) - provides
agency-wide policies and procedures for con-
sidering environmental impacts, and preparing
Environmental Impact Statements and Findings of
No Significant Impact (FONSI).

% ~FAA Order 5050.4 (March 21, 1980) - provides-
instructions and guidance for preparing and
processing the environmental assessments of
Airport development proposals.

*FAA Order 1050.15 - provides instructions on the
form and content of FAA environmental documents
(non-airport actions).

1-3



Table I-1National Ambient Air Quality Standards

Pollutant Primarya Secondarya

X I Particulate Matter

Annual geometric mean 75 60
Maximum 24-hour concentrationb 260 150

Sulfur Oxides

Annual arithmetic mean 80 (.03 ppm) 60 (.02 ppm)
Maximum 24-hour concentrationb 365 (.14 ppm) 260 (.10 ppm)
Maximum 3-hour concentration J 1,306 (.5 ppm)

Carbon Monoxide

Maximum 8-hcur concentrationb 10 (9 ppm) Same as primary
Maximum 1-hour concentrationb 40 (35 ppm)

Photochemical Oxidants

Maximum 1-hour concentrationb 235 (.12 ppm) Same ds primary

Hydrocarbons

%* Maximum 3-hour (6:00-9:00 a.m.)
concentrationbn 160 (.24 ppm) Same as primary

Nitrogen Dioxide

I Annual arithmetic mean 100 (.05 ppm) Same as primary

Lead

Three-month average 1.5 Vg/m 3  Same as pr.oary

a All measurements are expressed in micrograms per cubic meter (Vg/m 3 )
except those for carbon monoxide, which are expressed In milligrams
per cubic meter (mg/m 3 ). Equivalent measurements In parts per million
(ppm) are given for the gaseous pollutants.

,. b Not to be exceeded more than once a year.

1-4
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The latter two orders contain detailed guidance on the actual
"technical assessment of individual impacts, including air quality. When
it is determined that an FAA action may have an air quality impact, the

. appropriate instructions In the orders should be reviewed along with
the procedurzal and technical discussions In this handbook.

PS.

United Stdtes Air Force Regulation (AFR) 19-2

AFR 19-2 describes the Environmental Impact Analysis Process
(EIAP) for all Air Force organizations and activities, the Air Force
Reserve, and the Air National Guard1 . The EIAP provides the process for

; decision-making based on an understanding of the potential environmental
consequences of an action and its alternatives.

The regulation Implements NEPA, the CEQ Regulations, and Depart-
ment of Defense Directive 6050.1. It contains the policy, procedures,
and responsibilities for the EIAP and provides guidance on EIS's, FONSI's,
and Categorical Exclusions. The regulation highlights tile environmental
planning functions (EPF) at the various levels of command, including the
completion of several key envirorweiental analysis forms.

1 AFR 19-2, Environmental Impact Analysis Process (EIAP) 1 September 1982,
47 CFR 38524-38530.

I-5
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PROJECTS WITH AIR QUALITY IMPACT

The FAA's environmental orders provide some guidance as to the
types of projects requiring air quality assessment. The basic consideration
In this determination Is whether the project or Ectlons wIll introduce new
aircraft operations or create an Increase In operations. Closely related to
the aircraft sources is the associated ground traffic that may be generated
by the action.

In addition to these basic mobile sources on the airport, some
airport development may Include provisions for or enlargement of large
"point sources such as power plants. Therefore, the types of projects
which may require some form of air 'quality assessment generally Include the
following:

* A new airnort;

• A new runwey:

* A runway extension;

* Other physical airside Improvements increasing
Uapacity;

Miajor new con~struction or expansion of passenger
handling or parking facilities; and

Airport power plant construction or expansion.

The construt'zo., and operation of a totally new airport facility
would ge•b•-ral ' conseitt.te a new pollution source in the region. Just the

magnitude of this type of project may require some level of assessment.
3ther- airport acticns such as the construction of additional runways or
tax.ways may also produce greater airport activity. A runway extension may
allow a new mix o? i•ircraft to operate at a particular airport, thereby
irtAe'duz2.'ny '-,ew emission oi,aracteristics.

Increas(3 In aircraft operations not only result In greater
en.issions from aircraft but also may require Improvements or additions to
the iandside ý-cess system, parking areas, and curbside layout to accom-
nmodate the associated levels of surface traffic. Since traffic emissions
can contribute to tutal airport c,.;,14sions, any improvements to passenger
handling and acceý5pparklng facilities may require assessment of their
potential air quality Impacts.

S....1-
- ..".
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Finally, the large scale airport facilities may require the
construction or expansion of power plant facilities. If so, then these
point sources could be Included In an air quality assessment.

Other airport actions that do not affect operations, ground

traffic, or power plants and do not Increase airport-related emissions are
generally not subject Zo assessment.

Air Force actions which may require air quality assessmentp generally Include aircraft operations, i.e., a unit conv'ersion from one
aircraft to another; low level operations In a designated area; or a
mission realignment. In the case of a "bed-down," where many new aircraft
are assigned to a base, the assessment may be extended to include base auto
emissions. Air quality assessment may be required for heating plant

* conversion projects.

•IN
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GENERAL ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

Air quality assessment procedures for airport s ".jces are more
complex than thost for Individual sources since they may Involve a number
of different line, area, and point sources. The as tsment procedures
generally Involve the Initial calculations of arn en•ission Inventory of
alrport sources and then, If necessary, the calculation of concentrations
produced from Individual sources.

In many cases, aircraft engine emissions, produced along runways
and taxiways, have to be evaluated; thus requiring a knowledge of aircraft
engine types and emission factors. The basic operational unit used in this
evaluation Is the Individual aircraft landing and takeoff cycle (LTO). This
cycle is made up of the aircraft's various operating modes: arrival, taxi,
Idle, taxi, departure. 2 The assessment procedures require a knowledge of
the number of LTO's per aircraft type during the averaging tine and an
estimate of the average time in each mode. While this generalized cycle maynot reflect characteristics of a particular scenario, Its use will save

time and effort If concentrations are estimated to be low.I1
In addition to aircraft, associated motor vehicle traffic util-

Izing the airport's access roads comprise another line source. An evalua-
tion of these sources also requires knowledge of emission factors and
operating units, In this cases the average dally traffic and the peak hour
traffic. This part of the evaluation basically follows the procedures for
general highway emission evaluations as outlined In the Federal Aid Highway
Program Manual (FHPM) Volume 7, Chapter 7, Section 9 or EPA guideline
documents. 3

The airpo; and its operation may also create area sources
of emissions. These may Include apron areas where aircraft and service
vehicles operate or parking lots/structures for motor vehicles. Assessment
prucedures would require data regarding apron/parking lot configuration and
size, and vehicle usage patterns.

Large point sLvurces are not generally associated with airport
operations. The most commonly occurring point sources at airports are

2 See References 8 and 14 in the Annotated Reference List In Section V.

3 See Reference 15 In the Annotated Reference List in Section V.
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fuel storage or handling facilities, or heating plants. During faiel trans-
fer, emission may be generated by spillage or evaporation of hydrocar~bons
from the fuel being handled. Eval.uation involves knowledge of fuel types
and operating characteristics.

The completion of an air quality assessment requires an under-
standing of the basic considerations and procedures of the air quality
analysis. These would include the recognition of the major pollutants,
particularly those related to mobile sources; their emission rates; and

- if necessary, the concentrations produced from emission sources.

*1-
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MAJOR POLLUTANTS

Air pollutants are defined as contaminants in the atmosphere.
'There are both man-made and natural sources of these pollutants. Many
man-made air pollutants are a direct result of the incomplete combustion
of fuels, including coal, oil, natural gas and gasoline.

The major air pollutants for which there are national ambient
standards are:

. Carbon Monoxide (CO);

. Hydrocarbons (HC);

. Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx);

. Sulfur Oxides (SOx);

. Total Suspended Particulate (TSP);

Photochemical Oxidants; and

N .Lead.

Due to the diverse nature and form of the major pollutants,
a general classification of these compounds into one of two classes--either
"primary" or "secondary"--has been developed. Primary pollutants arethose chemical materials which are emitted directly into the atmosphere
by a source. CO, HC, SO2 , NO and TSP are all considercd primary pollutants.
Secondary pollutants are those formed in the atmouphere as a result of
reactions such as hydrolysis, oxidation and photochemistry. NO2 and the
entire class of photochemical oxidants comprise the largest part of this
classification.

Carbon Monoxide

Carbon Monoxide (CO) is the most widely distributed and the
most commonly occurring air pollutant. The total emissions of CO to the
atmosphere exceed those of all other air pollutants combined. It is a
colorless, odorless, tasteless gas, slightly lighter than air. Although
quite flammable, it does not support combustion. Most atmospheric CO is
formed by the incomplete combustion of organic materials uses as fuels V
(i.e., coal, wood, gas,. etc.)

1-10



Hydrocarbons

Hydrocarbons (HC) are compounds whose molecules Include atoms of
hydrogen and carbon. They exist in our atmosphere predominantly In a
gaseous statb. Various compounds classified as hydrocarbons Include methane
(CHO), olefins, aldehydes, ketones, and terpenes.

Hydrocarbon pollutants originate primarily from the Incomplete
combustion of fuels, particularly the more volatile fuels such as gasoline,
and from the use of hydrocarbons as process raw materials such as solvents.
The major man-made sources are gasoline-powered vehicles, but also include
other types of vehicles such as aircraft. Man-made stationary sources which
emit hydrocarbons primarily, Include petroleum and petrochemical operations
and solvent usage, with some contribution from waste burning.

Hydrocarbons are not, by themselves, a health hazard; rather, it
is their reaction with other pollutants and sunlight which produces photo-
chemical smog. This condition reduces visibility and can cause eye irrita-
tion and an aggrevation of respiratory problems.

Oxides of Nitrogen

Of the various oxides of nitrogen known to exist, only two,

nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) are emitted into the atino-
sphere In significant quantities. NO is formed during all high-temperature
atmospheric combustion processes In a spontaneous chemical reaction between
the nitrogen and oxygen In the air. NO2 forms when NO reacts with atmo-

spheric oxygen (02). When both chemical compounds occur, they are referred
to collectively as total oxides of nitrogen (NOx).

Nitric oxide (NO) Is formed when combustion takes place at
a high enough temperature to cause a reaction between the nitrogen and
oxygen In the air. Temperatures this high are reached only In efficient
combustion processes or when combustion takes place at high pressure.
These conditions are primarily found In automobile or aircraft engine
cylinders, electric power plants, and other very large energy-conversion
processes. Nitric oxide, which is relatively harmless, is the form gen-
erally emitted Into the atmosphere. It will, at varying times, oxidize to
nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ), which Is a considerably more toxic gas. This
oxidation process Is a product or by-product of a number of Industries
Including fertilizer and explosives manufacturing.

1-11



Sulfur Dioxide

Sulfur dioxide (SO) Is the most prevalent of the many chemical
compounds of sulfur and oxygen. It Is a relatively stable, nonflammable,
nonexplosive, colorless gas. SO2 can act as either a reducing agent or as
an oxidizing agent, and it can react with materials In the air to form
sulfur trioxide, sulfurous acid, and sulfate salts. Sulfur trioxide, (SO)
reacts very rapidly with water vapors to produco sulfuric acid (H2 SO4 ),
while a similar reaction of sulfurous acid (H2 S0 3 ) with oxygen in the air
produces the same corrosive compound.

Sulfur dioxide is generated during the combustion of any sulfur-
bearing fuel and by many industrial processes that use sulfur-bearing
raw materials. Combustion of fuels accounts for over 90 percent of all
$02 emitted. This is due to the relatively high sulfur content of some
bituminous coals and residual fuel oils, and to the very large amounts of
these fuels consumed in this country and around the world as a source of
power. Smelting of metallic ores and oil refinery operations are the major
sources of Industrial process SO2 emissions. Other sources Include coke
procesing, the manufacture of sulfuric acid and refuse incineration.

Photochemical Oxidants

This is a large category which includes the products of the
photochemical reaction of hydrocarbons with the oxides of nitrogen. They
are colorless, toxic gases, the most commmon of which are ozone (03);
formaldehyde (HCHO); peroxyacyl nitrate (CH3 [CO]OON0 2 ), commonly abbre-
viated PAN; acrolein (CH2 CHCHO); and peroxybenzoyl nitrate (PBzN). There
are no physical sources. of photochemical oxidants per se. As noted, they
are formed In the atmosphere as a result of photochemical reactions between
hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen.

Total Suspended Particulates

As related to control technology, totax suspended particulates

(TSP) are defined as any material (except uncombined water) that exists! as a solid or liquid In the atmosphere or in a gas stream under standard

conditions of temperature and pressure (68 degrees F [20 degrees C] and
760mm of Hg.).

It Is important for purposes of definition, that "standard
conditions" for particulate matter be Included. This Is due to the fact
that, under certain conditions, some compounds no longer exist as solids
or liquids, but are Instead condensed In the ambient atmosphere, thereby
losing their aerosolize characteristics. Particles discharged Into the

"1-12
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atmosphere may be In the ?orm of fly ash, soot, dust, fog, fumes, etc.
An Important characteristic of suspended particles is their size dictri-
bution. Particles released from man-made sources are generally in the size
group one to ten microns (•).

The source3 of TSP are as varied as their forms. Nearly every
industrial, commercial, and domestic location In the world emits particu-
late matter in either a solid or liquid state. The combustion of fuels
* produces particulate matter due to the ash content and various additives
such as lead, which are burned. Grinding and other mechanical processes are
also signlficant sources of particulate matter. Natural sources include
ocean salt, volcanic asht wind erosion, forest fire smoke and ash, and
plant and seed pollen.

Lead

Lead (Pb) Is a heavy metal which occurs in the atmosphere as lead
oxide aerosol or lead dust. Approximately 1.3 million tons nf lead are used
by Industry annually to produce batteries, pigments and anti-knock com-
pounds added to gasolines. More than 90 percent of air borne lead is ,lue
to automotive exhausts resulting from the use of tetraethyl lead In gaoio-
line to prevent engine knock.

1-13
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METEOROLOGY

Meteorology is that science dealing with the phenomena of the
atmosphere, especially weather and weather cCditlons. With respect to air
quality evaluations, meteorol,ý)gy Is one of the prime factors which must be
considered along with the pollutants themselves.,'

The science of meteorology is made up oi many fundamental sub-
disciplines, each one influencing pollutant ditperslon In its own way. I
The sum of these parameters are defined as the meteorological conditions
of a given region cr area. The presentation of parameters and terms which
follows is intended to familiarize the reader with the basic concepts of
meteorology.

Wind

"Wind" refers to air movements either in the horizontal plane
(parallel to the earth's surface) or in the vertical plane (perpendicular
to the earth's surface). It is considered a primary meteorological factor
In the life cycle of an air pollutant. Winds are defined by both their
direction and their speed. These two parameters are also the primary
meteorological factors that affect the transport and dispersion of atmo-
spheric pollutants. Wind direction determines the path of the pollutant
transport and is identified by the direction from which the wind blows.

Wind speed, to some extent, will determine the concentration
of pollutants In a given volume of air. In general, higher wind speeds
create more favorable conditions for dilution and dispersion of the pollu-
tants.

Mixing Depth

Mixing depth (or height) Is the height above the surface through
whiich relatively vigorous vertical mixing occurs. Meteorologists use this
term to qualitatively represent the dispersion capacity of the atmosphere.
On overcast days, the height of the tops of the cumulus clouds can be used
as an estimate of the upper limit of the mixing depth. On clear days,
usually a sharp demarcation, caused by a temperature Inversion, exists
between the mixed turbid air below and the clean air above. Temperature
inversions often f'rm the boundary which marks the limit of ground-based
mixing.

There ;,re significant differences In seasonal averages for
mixing depth at must locations. During the summer daylight hours, the
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mixing depth may reach several thousand feet. In the winter, less heat
is received from the sun an'4 the mixing depth may be as low as a few
hundred feet. The mixing depth will also vary In the course of a day.

L4t

Temperature

The temperature of the earth is related to the Intensity of
the solar radiation. The diurnal (daily) changes in solar radiation set
up a cycle of heating and cooling of the atmospheric boundary layer.
The importance of ambient air temperature is reflected primarily in its
distribution with altitude, which is described under Atmospheric Stability.

Atmospheric Stability

The tendency of the atmosphere to either enhance or suppress
vertical motion affects the concerl ration of air pollutants. A stable
atmosphere tends to increase pollutant concentrations while an unstable
atmospnere tends to minimize pllutant concentrations. Stability Is related
both to the vertical -temperature structure (the dec'ease In temperature
with increasing height) and wind shear (variation of horixoital wind speed
and direction with height). However, the vertical temperature structure is
generally used as the major measure of stability.

EMISSION FACTORS

Two definitions are important when discussing quantities of
emissions from mobile sources. "Emission rate" is the rate at which pollu-
tants are emitted from the exhaust system of a given vehicle. "Emission
factor" refers to a statistical average of emission rates which is used tocharacterize the aggregate effect of many vehicle emissions.

Many variables, which vary with time and locality, affect the
computation of the emission factors. These include operating mode, applica-
tion of control devices, vehicle mix by type, vehicle age distribution andoperating sp.eds. Some of these variables apply to both aircraft and

highway vehicles and some only to highway vehicles.

A more detailed explanation of emission factors by source is
contained in Section III.
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SECTION II: ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this section is to present the air quality assess-
ment process and discuss some of its major elements. The process is dis-
played in a series of flow charts which show the relationships of the
various assessment tasks. The charts present all the major steps from
initial project review to assessment completion and coordination. The flow
charts and the associated guidance were developed throuoh discussions
with State and local Air Quality Control Agencies, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, and FAA and U.S. Air Force personnel.

DETAILED AIR QUALITY ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

Procedures for environmental assessment must be defined in a
general manner for easy understandability by all participants in the
process. However, even a generalized presentation is quite difficult to
achieve since environmental actions are processed differently in different
states. To address this problem, state environmental procedures were
reviewed, and certain patterns of procedural similarity were observed. This
information has been included in the flow diagram of Exhibit II-1 which
incorporates the salient features of the clean Air Act and the National
Environmental Policy Act. The numberod boxes in the flow diagram are
referenced in the following discussion. A separate flow chart and discus-
sion of Air Force projects appear later in this section.

The first step in the assessment process is the identification of
the proposed project and its basic components (Block 1-1 Exhibit II-1).
This review of the project elements should include consideration of their
potential effects on the area's air quality.

Certain airport actions or projects will have the potential
for air quality impacts, while others will not. Generally, those projects
affecting an airport's aircraft operations (type, number, or location)
or the related surface traffic may requirýe some level of air quality
assessment. An expanded list of project:, potentially affecting air quality
was developed in Section I to include Ut-e following:

A new airport;
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* A new runway;

. A runway extension;

* Other physical airside improvements increasing
airport capacity;

Major new construction or expansion of passengei,
handling or parking facilities; and

Construction or expansion of an airport power
plant.

If the proposed project has the potential to increase operations
r traffic, then some air quality assessment may be required (proceed to

Block 1-2). If the proposed action does rPt have the potetimti9 for creating
a significant air quality impact, it usually will reqdire no further
assessment (1-15). However, it is-important to note that projects should be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

If the project does have the potential for increasing operations/
traffic and affecting air quality, the next consideration is whether the
project is located in a state with Indirect Source Review (ISR) (1-2). If
it is not, the procedure then requires direct consideration of the air-
port's activity level (1-5). If the project is located in a state which has
ISR regulations, an investigation should be made of the threshold lvel
wh'.ch triggers the indirect source review (1-3). This threshold could be
expressed in terms of aircraft operations, passengers, or auto traffic.
If the project or airport exceeds the state's threshold limits, then the
project would have to be evaluated and coordinated according to the appli-
cable ISR requirements (1-4). If the ISR threshold was not exceeded, thy
project would usually be considered not to have significant effect and
the air quality assessment would be completed (1-14).

If the proicct was not subjected to ISR review, the proless would
involve a review of the airport's activity. If the airport ha' relatively
low activity, it (or a project there) would be expected to have no signifi-
cant impact on air quality. On the other hand, a very busy airport with a

relatively l/arge number of operations ane traffii might have an impact.

In consioering the airport's ogerations, the firrt step is the
general distinction between air carrier and'non-air carrier airports (1-5).
This distinction is made because subsequent assessment procedures are based
on the level of annual enplanements (1-6) for air carrier airports and
the number of annual operations (1-7) for other airports. Certain levels
of activity are identified as suggested threshold limits above which some
detailed air quality assessment is necessary.
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For example, non-"ir carrier airports (1-7), the level at which
additional assessment is recnmmended Ls 180,000 annual operations. It is
estimated that this level of annual activity corresponds to the average L
hourly general aviation operations which would produce off-site concentra-
tions of. CO which would approach 10 percent of the national one-hour
standard. Therefore, if annual activity Is below 180,000 operations, no
further assessment is considered necessary (1-14). If the level is greater
than 180,000 operations, an emission inventory will be required (1-8). (A
more detailed explanation of how this threshold value was developed is
contained in Appendix A.)

For air carrier airports, the criteria for the decision to
proceed with further assessment is based ori annual enplanements (1-6)
as well as the airport's general aviation activity. It is estimated that
the level of 1,300,000 annual enplanements is that level which creates 10
percent of the one-hour CO standard when converted to peak hour enplaning
passenger automobiles arriving at the curbside. If the level of enplane-
ments is less than 1,300,000 (and the level of general aviation activity is Ibelow 180,000 annual operations), no further assessment would be warranted

(1-14). If the level of enplanements exceeds 1,300,000 per year (or the
level of general aviation operations exceeds 180,000 per year), then
additional assessment in the form of an emission inventory is warranted
(1-8). (See Appendix A for a detailed disoussion of the thi.eshold values.)

The emissions inventory would be conducted (1-8) for existingcondition. and future study years, with and without the project. (This

inventory process is explained in Section III.) The inventory analysis
provides: (1) a first indication of the magnitude of the project's poten-
tial impact; and (2) a total pollutant loauing which can readily be com-
pared to a published inventory for the project locale (i.e., county,
metropolitan area, etc.). The emission inventory would be expressed in
pounds or tons per day (or year) generated by each project source.

Contact with the local air quality control board, or agency may
be required to obtain the comparative inventory data. The agency may also
provide state or local forms required for future air quality or general
assessment rsview and document processing (1-8). If it is anticipated that
additional assessment will be required, this contact with the air quality
agency may facilitate the collection of additicnal data. The type of data
that would be collected and examined at this stage could include: the
applicable parts of the State implementation Plan (SIP); any analysis
criteria for various project sources; local air, cuality regulations; and
any ambient air quality data that has beet recorded in or near the pro3ect
site.

Once the emission Inventory is completed (1-8), the process
would continue with consultation and coordination witn the state/regional
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air quality agency (1-9) to check for project conformance with the State
Implementation Plan (SIP) and discuss any requirements for additional
analysis.

The project scope, the results of the emission inventory, state
forms, and elements of the SIP would be reviewed along with the action's
potential for exceeding carbon monoxide standards. If the project/airport
was In conformance with the SIP and It was determined that there was no
potential for exceeding the CO standares, the air quality assessmentwould be completed and documented (1-1).

If after consultation, It Is determined that the project or
Its emissions ar3 not consistent with the SIP on an emissions basis, the
project would be reviewed with respect to mitigation or offset measures
(1-10) which could be employed to bring the project within conformance.

If a determination Is made during consultation that there was
the potential for exceeding CO standards, then dispersion modeling would
be undertaken (1-11). The need for a microscale analysis to determine
air quality Impact is unnecessary where the potential of such Impacts
to exceed NAAQS is judged to be minimum or Insignificant. The judgement
on the degree of CO Impact may be based on: (1) previous analysis for
similar projects; (2) previous general analysis for a various class of
projects; and/or (3) local conditions.

ýA

Whereas the Inventory will yield the total amount or weight of
emissions (e.g., pounds or kilograms per day or year of operation), the
concentrations derived from dispersion modeling are expressed In an amount
of pollutant (weight) per unit volume (e.g., grams per cubic meter). These
concentrations are generally derived through a pollution modeling exercise.
The units are directly comparable with the units of the national sLandards.
The v3rious techniques and methodologies for determining concentrations are
explained in the next section of this handbook.

Generally, the carbor monoxide (CO) emissions are the only ones
which are modeled since they are generally considered non-reactive and
localized In nature. Hydrocarbons (HC) and nitrogen oxides (HOx) are
unstable precursor pollutants w.'-'ch undergo a complex series of reactions
resulting In the formation of photochemical oxidants. These reactions,
which are more of a regional nature, are not easily analyzed for local
airport Impacts. Sulfur oxides (SOx) and particulates are not modeled
because they are emitted In such smnall quantities by the aircraft and motor
vehicles.

Once project concentrations are determined for the various
study year-s and conditions, they are compared to the National Ambient Air
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Quality Standards (NAAQS) in order to identify areas where violations may
occur (1-12). If there are no violations, then consulation is completed1 (1-9).

If the project concentrations are found to exceed the standards,
then further considerations must be given to alternative airport designs or
operating procedures which will reduce pollutants to the acceptable levels
(1-13). After these alternatives and associated mitigation measures are
evaluated, the resulting concentrations are again compared to the stan-
dards, and if acceptable, the results of the analysis and mitigation
considerations would be summarized and consultation completed.

Once the analyses are completed, all of the findings should be
documented for inclusion in the overall environmental document (1-14).
Once the air quality documentation is complete, it may be necessary to
obtain certification and/or approvals (1-16) from the appropriate agency,
1f not otherwise obtained during the consultation process (1-9). The air
quality documentation would be included in the overall environmental
document for circulation and/or review (1-17).

Since Air Force actions are, in effect, Federal actions with a
possible environmental impact upon state and local communities in a manner
similar to the impact of civil airport Federal actions, many of the proce-
dures outlined in Exhibit II-1 may also apply to Air Force actions. How-
ever, to accommodate unique conditions at air bases, a separate flow
diagram it ptosented for Air Force actions.

Tho• Ar Force assessment procedures are shown on Exhibit 11-2
which presents general assessment steps and the basic air quality assess-
ment procedure. The first consideration in the overall process is the
identification of the proposed action and its elements (Block 2-1, Exhibit
11-2). Air Force Form 813, "Request for Environmental Impact Analysis," is
completed at this stage. On this form, the proposed action and its alterna-
tives and purpose are described, along with the type of analysis required.

Some Air Force actions do not have the potential for creating
significant impacts and are categorically excluded from assessment. If the
proposed action is categorically excluded (2-1), and there are no other
circumstances requiring assessment (2-2), no further analysis is required
(2-4). If the action is generally not excluded, or if unique circumstances
or policy dictate, further assessment is necessary.

Air Force Form 814, "Preliminary Environmental Survey," is
prepared to aid in the development of the assessment (2-3). The form
provides the basis for specific impacts (including air quality) ti be
checked for their appropriate effects. The assessment will proceed based on
the expected impacts identified during the survey.
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K U.S. AIR FORCE AIR QUALITY ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES
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If air quality is identified as a relevant impact (2-3), its
assessment would begin with a review of available data regarding the
existing air quality in the action area (2-5). This may be obtained from
previous assessment documents or contact with the appropriate air quality
control agency.

Next, a determination is made whether the action is located
in a state that has Indirect Source Review (ISR) regulations (2-6). If thb
state has no such review, the assessment proceeds with the development of
an emission inventory (2-9). If the action is in a state with ISR and
the action's activity level exceeds the associated threshold criteria, then
the action must be analyzed and coordinated according to the ISR require-
ments (2-7 and 2-8). If under the threshold, the assessment proceeds to the
emission inventory phase (2-9).

An emission inventory would be prepared both with and without the
proposed action (2-9). This would generally involve the determination of
the daily or annual emissions of the military aircraft operating as a
result of the action. For large scale actions, the inventory could include
emissions from related base traffic or existing heating plants.

One of the most useful tools in developing the aircraft emission
inventory is the U.S. Air Force Report entitled "Aircraft Air Pollution
Emission Estimation Techniques-ACEE" 1 . This report presents a methodology
for use by base level environmental personnel to calculate annual aircraft
emissions and downfleld pollutant concentrations. Individual engine emis-
sion factors and other data is contained in the report. The U.S. Air Force
Occupational Environmental Health Laboratory (OEHL) acts as the Air Force
consulting branch for questions involving Air Force air pollution emission
inventories.

Upon completion of the emission inventory, consultation/
coordination with the state/regional air quality agency (2-10) wouwI occur
to determine the action's conformance with the State Implementation Plan I
(SIP) and/or if it had the poten. lal to cause carbon monoxide (CO) standard
violations. If it is determine(. -,at the action is not consistent with the
SIP, then mitigation or offset measures would be investigated (2-1i). If 4.1
there is no or very little potential for exceeding CO standards, then the
analysis is completed and the results can be summarized and documented
(2-15).

If there is the potential for CO standard violations, then >1
dispersion modeling should be performed (2-12). CO concentrations would be

1 Report No. CEEDO-TR-78-33, September 1978, Det 1 (AFESC/ECA, Tyndall
AFB, Florida 32403.
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calculated and compared to CO NAAQS to locate areas where violations may
occur (2-13). If there are no violations, then the analysis is completed
and the results can be summarized (2-15).

If CO standard violations are found, then further considerations
must be given to operating procedures or alternative designs which would
reduce pollutants to acceptable levels (2-14). After these alternatives
and associated mitigation measures are evaluated, the resulting concentra-
tions are again compared to the standards, and if acceptable, the results
of the analysis and mitigation considerations would be summarized (2-15).

If dispersion analysis is warranted, several methods of investi-
gation are available, depending on the type of action. For example, for a
unit conversion, downwind concentrations can be estimated using tho
"N"ACEE Report" or the U.S. EPA's PAL model. For low level actions, concen-
trations can be estimated with the PAL mo~el, or, in more simplified
cases, with the Simplax 'A' models (see Section III). For the establishment
of a new air base, the Air Force AQAM model (Air Quality Assessment Model)
may be used. The AQAM is a Gaussian plume dispersion model designed for Air
Force aircraft operations. It predicts hourly and annual downwind pollutant
concentrations based on operational profiles and appropriate engine emis-
sion rates. Most assessments performed by the Air Force would not require
the use of AQAM; its use would be limited to the larger scale actions or
specific research and development efforts.

Upon completion of all the air quality analysis, the results
would be summarized and documented (2-15) for inclusion in the overall
assessment report.

Once all the impact analyses have been completed, the results
are to be evaluated for significance (2-16). If the impacts are signifi-
cant, an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) would be required (2-17). If
the impacts were found not to be significant, the Finding of No Significant
Impact (FONSI) would be the appropriate document choice (2-18). Air Force
Form 815, "Environmental Assessment Certificate," would be completed and
would contain a recommendation as to the document choice required.
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STATE IMPLEMENTATION PLANS

One of the major tools used in the air quality assessment process
is the State Implementation Plan (SIP). This tool has its origins in the
Clean Air Act, which required each state to develop and adopt such a plarn
(Section 110).

The purpose of the plan is to provide for the implementation,
maintenance, and enforcement of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards
for each Air Quality Control Region within each state. The implementation
plan is the primary vehicle used by the EPA for the enforcement of Federal
air pollution legislation.

The principal parts of an implementation plan include:

0 emission limitations, schedules, and timetables
for attainment of the primary and secondary
standards, including but not limited to trans-
portation controls, air quality maintenance
plans, and preConstruction review of direct
sources;

* prnvions for establishment and operation of

appropriate devices, methods, systems, and
piocedires necessary to monitor, compile and
anzlyx,, data on ambient air quality;

0 a program to provide for the enforcement of
emission limitations and regulation of the modi-
fication, construction, and operation of any
stationary source;

* adequate provisions prohibiting any stationary
source from emitting any air pollution in
amounts that will prevent attainment of any
ambient air quality standards;

* provisions that no major stationtary source shall
be constructed or modified in any nonattainment
area if the emissions from such facility will
contribute to concentrations of any pollutant
for which a NAAQS is exceeded in such area; and

. provision for the incorporation of regulations

for Prevention of Significant Deterioration
(PSD).
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Thus the State Implementation Plan is a collection of regulations
and procedures, strategies and data, policles and technical memos: it may
offer guidance for the modeling of stationary source emissions; It may
list policies to be followed for nonattainment and PSD areas; or It may
describe the scope of a Transportation Control Plan (TCP). 7t is likely
that all of this Information would not be found In one document, but In
several related sources.

Section 176(c) of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 provides
the basis for the relationship between the SIP and Federal projects when
It essentially states that no Federal agency shall support or approve any %
activLty or action which does not conform to an SIP after It has been
approved or promulgated under Section 110 (of the Act). Assessment of
Federal projects, then, must Include documentation and discussion of thc
action's consistency with the SIP. I

The development of a consistency determination is based upon an
evaluation/comparison of the airport project's Impacts, sources, emissions,
pollutant concentrations, and mitleation measures with the appropriate
element or component of the Implementation plan. For example, the evalua-
tion/comparison may involve: pollutant concentrations and national/state
standards; emissions and offset procedures; emissions and pollutant In-
crements; or mobile source emissions and transportation control plan
strategies.
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AGENCIES IN THE ASSESSMENT PROCESS

KI
It should be clear from previous sections that several different

t-,• agencies become Involved In the air quality assessment process. These
agencies are found at the Federal, State and local levels of government,
and include:

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA);

. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)/
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)/U.S. Air
Force;

* State and/or local Air Quality Review Agency/

Board;

Regional or local planning departments; and

The local airport sponsor.

On the Federal level, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Is charged by Congress to protect the nation's land, air and water re-
sources. Under a mandate of national environmental laws focused on air and
water quality, solid waste management and the control of toxic substances,
noise and radiation, the Agency strives to formulate and implement actions
which lead to a compatible balance between human activities and the ability
of natural systems to support and nurture life.

To achieve the air quality goals, the EPA has Issued the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) which limit various pollutant levels.
The EPA also Issues guidelines and regulptions that are to be adhered to In
order to maintain these standards. For areas that are currently exceeding
NAAQS, the EPA has published a timetable and schedule to ue followed for
these areas to reduce their pollutant levels. The EPA would seldom get
Involved in early project review wlth an airport owner, but could become
a "cooperating agency" to the FAA during the EIS process. As a cooperating
agency, EPA would be responsible for developing certain Information forportions of the Environmental Impact Statement.

The FAA, FHWA and similar agencies have taken the provisions of
the Federal legislation 'and Incorporated them Into their own assessment
procedure documents. These agency documents provide guidance and analysis
procedures for the disciplines to be studied. In the early assessment
tasks, the FAA would have the responsibility to comment on the scopey type,
and procedures for the technical air quality Investigations In order
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to insure consistency with the Administration's environmental guidance and
related legislation. The FAA could also identify available resource mate-
rial to be used in the asAessment. If parts of the air quality assessment
are subsequently used in a formal FAA environmental document, then the FAA
must take responsibility for its content and results.

The FHWA would become involved where major access road improve-
ments are part of the project to satisfy Federal EIS coordination regu-
lations. The FHWA could provide guidance on automotive emissions and on the
use of highway air quality modeling techniques.

The U.S. Air Force, through its base level and command level
staff, would become directly involved if proposed military actions have
the potential for air quality impacts. Base level and command level person-
nel would be involved in the actual analysis, State/EPA coordination, and
document review. The Air Force OEHL would act as the consulting branch
on aircraft engine emirsions.

The State Air Quality Control Board has a primary review respon-

sibility. They must also insure that all Federal and State guidelines are
observed. The State regulations may be more restrictive than the Federal
ones. This agency may also assist in evaluating the analysis procedures and
the degree of involvement that must be enjoined to obtain an acceptable
air quality assessment. The State Board will also be able to supply histor-
ical records of the quality of the ambient air and help establish what
background air quality data should be used for the project location.

There may also be local Air Quality Control Boards that would
become involved in the airport action. They do not generally set policy
guidelines, leaving that to the State Air Quality Agency, but they would
have review responsibilities. Consultation with these boards is necessary
in order to obtain their approval of the project. Consultation with the
appropriate agency is identified in the overall Assessment Flow Chart. The
State and local air quality agencies are the sources of background data and
SIP components.

There may be other environmental-related agencies that would
become involved i n on airport action. The State and local planning boards

would be able to comment on the existing land use around the airport
and may also provide air quality data on regional emissions.

The local airport sponsor (or consultant) has the responsibility
for developing the initial scope of the air quality assessment, consistent
with Federal and local requirements and other related impact disciplines.
The sponsor or owner would be able to provide the necessary operational
data for the various study years along with physical data regarding the
airport layout and future plans.

.I.
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Thus, the air quality assessment for airport actions Involves
coordination and Input among agencies at many levels and at several Impor-

tant points In the process.
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STATE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT REQUIREME1TS

Since coordination with the states on air quality issues Is
Important and appropriate, an investigation was made of the state's gen-
eral environmental procedures and their specific air quality assessment/
processing requirements In order to help define the type and extent of the
coordination. This section summarizes the results of that investigation.

About one-half of the states have their entire Implementation
plan approved, the remainder have partial or conditional approval. This
latter category Includes those of which the EPA has accepted certain parts,
while calling for revisions of the rejected portions. Most of t;;e sections
to be revised deal with nonattainment areas and strategies for these areas
to meet and maintain the National Ambient Alr Quality Standards as mandated
by the Clean Air Act amendments. The affected states are in the process of
revising their SIP, or have revised it and are waiting for EPA approval.

SeverAl of the states have Indirect Source Review (ISR) regula-
tions. In a f.q states these regulations only apply to small localized
areas. The states that do have Indirect source review have established
threshold levels above which the review is necessa-y. These thresholds are
based on either park!ng lot capacity, highway annual daily or hourly
traffic volume, airport passengers per year or volume of airport opera-
tions. Airports with operations or volumes below the threshold level
would be exempt from the review. These threshold numbers vary among the
states; each would have to be checked individually to determine If ISR is
required.

In addition to each state's SIP, most &tates have their own
Environmental Regulations that determine overall asses-snent procedures.
These regulations are usually similar-to NEPA, yit differing in that
projects of statewide significance are the focus of studies to determine
impact. These regulations contain guidelines for document processing
and methodologies to be used for analysis. If it is necessary to obtain
permits to operate or construct the proposed facility, the instructions and
types of permit would be included withi- the State Environmental Regula-
tions.

Few states have any formal type of procedures for early project
consultation to discuss a project's potential air quality (or other)
impact. Some states have environmental project review forms that havo to be
completed and submitted. These forms, which contain general information
about the project and Its expected emissions, are usually used by the
agency to perform their own analysis for determination of SIP consistency.
These forms generally apply to stationary sources rather than mobile
sources.
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The state agencies Investigated stated that they would welcome
the opportunity to meet with the project managers/officers and outline
potential project Impacts; this meeting would have to be Initiated by
the agency/sponsor/alr base conducting the assessment.

The states use a combination of factors to determine conformance
with the SIP. The most common are: (1) the project's emlssion totals; (2)
the air quality impact or concentration generated by the project; (3) and
"the allowable PSD Incremental growth. The states would check to determine
If the project would delay or impede the attainment of air quality stan-
dards and If the project would contribute to the exceedance of the stan-
dards. In PSD areas, the project would also be examined to determine its
consumption of the PSD increment. ,

Most states Identify aircraft emissions separately In their
emission Inventories. A few states even distinguish between commercial
and military aircraft emissions, but this is a rarity. The states that
identify aircraft emissions also account for future aircraft emissions
In their incremental growth totals listed In the SIP. The remaining states
include aircraft emissions In their summaries of areas sources or as
miscellaneous sources. These states generally do not have the means to
distir,guish and separate aircraft emission due to the low level of aircraft
operations.

Most states require dispersion modeling when the project has the

potential to exceed ambient air quality standards or create additional
carbon monoxide (CO) hot spots. When the project Is In a nonattainment
area, CO modeling is also usually required. Those states that have Indirect
Source Review requirements would require CO modeling for all projects
subject to Indirect source rules. A few states require CO modeling when:
(1) the project is not accountable in the SIP, or (2) the project is
planned for years beyond SIP-modeled years, or (3) If transportation
assumptions used are different from those used In the SIP.

Each proposed project has to be evaluated on its Individual
basL., depending on the type of project and the state Involved. Some
states have stricter regulations than others. The best guidance to follow
Is to provide the opportunity for consultation with the appropriate air
quality agencies early In the assessment process.

'C.
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UNIQUE/SPECIAL AIRPORT PROJECTS

Frequently, the analysis of airport actions Is complicated by the
location of the project or the number/type/layout of sources within the
project. When an airport action Is near a large metropolitan area, It will
frequently be in conflict with surrounding land uses, Influencing the
project layout and operation.

Another problem that can arise in a large airport action Is the
diversity and complexity of sources. The most commonly occurring problems
arising froo larger airport actions Include:

0 numerous runways and taxiways with frequent
crossings;

0 parking lots or garages located near the ter-
minal area, contributing to terminal curb side
congestion;

. complex roadway system which would involve con-
trolling access and regulating flow of traffic;

. terminal curb side located In areas where air-
flow is restricted with congestion developing
from stopped vehicles;

0 heating or power plants that may require fuel
storage areas (coal yards); and

* fuel farms where there can be a large build-up
of HC emissions from frequent fuel handling;

These unique problem areas may be present singularly, but In a
large airport, more than one can be expected to be encountered. Each source
type in an area of conflict would require a different analysis procedure.
Each source or point of conflict should be analyzed and dispersed sepa-
rately. The total pollutant Impact at any receptor point would be the
result of adding the Pontribution from each source to that selected point.
Where there are relatively large contributions of HC from fuel facilities,
or where a tunnel effect Is created at curb side, the assessment process
and documentation may include monitoring of ambient conditions.

11
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* ~MITIGATION4 OF' AIRPORT POLLUTION

One of the major considerations In any impact Investigation is
the ability to mitigate, If not eliminate, the adverse Impacts of project
development or Implementation. Mitigation for potential airport air quality
Impacts would be directed at reducing the overall emission Inventory and
the pollu~ant concentrations at selected receptor points.

Abatement strategies to mitigate air pollutant Impacts can be
used during both the construction phase and the operational phase of an
airport project. D~uring the construction phase, measures can be employed to
control or restrict open burning of spoil materials, to reduce sediment
runoff by exposing a minimum area of land, and using water or stabilizing
agents to control dust and particulate eMis~ions.

The abatement strategies implemented during the construction
phase are fairly straightforward and principally a matter of enforcement.
The operational phase of an airport project, on the other hand requires a
larger set of more compl.icated abatement strategies. Each of the source
types has a number of abatement strategies associated with It.

The primary source, aircraft engine exhaust emissions, can best
be controlled by engine modifications and redesign, methods that can not be
controlled by airport planners. The only procedures that can be utilized
during airport operations are modifications of ground operations. These
procedures would Include Increasing Idle speed, use of minimal number of
engines for taxiing, reducing the length of taxiing, and minimizing the
time waiting to park at a terminal and shorten queuing at departure run-
ways. The types of measures may require planning revisions to the airport

C layout.

motiveThe second major source of pollutants at airports is the auto-
moieengine exhaust, especially when each Is idling or moving at a low

rate Of speed. High levels of vehicular pollutants occur at the terminal
curb side. Planning efforts can be made to reduce congestion In such areas.
The service roadways should be designed to restrict the number Of signal
controlled Intersections and to maintain constant travel speeds on such
facilities. Parking areas should be located and designed to reduce conges-
tion at the terminal facility. There should also be sufficient gates In
each parking area to minimize departure waiting times. Various forms Of
ma ss transit could also be offered as an alternative method to arrive and
depart from the airport. -

The aircraft ground service vehicles could also be controlled to
rduce pollutant levels. Currently these vehicles are classified as off-
the-oadvehicles not subject to emission controls. The easiest method

would be to use only vehicles that are electric or propelled by propane -

gas.
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Emissions from maintenance facilities and heating plants can be
controlled by installing various ..ontrol equipment on smoke stacks or other
emission outlets. Heating and air condition plant emissions are also
depe.~i4..nt on the fuel being used, buildings being serviced and the condi-
tion of equlpment being used. Equipment that operates efficiently will
normally emit fewer pollutants.

The last major source of pollutants from airport activity is from
the fuel farms. A fuel-handling and fuel-storage system will generate a
significant quantity of HC. The leakage can be most readily controlled
through the installation of a vapor recovery system. Emissions can also be
controlled by reducing the number of times the fuel must be handled. A
Closed system from the fuel tank farm to outlets located near aircraft
parking areas would be the most efficient method to employ.

'N Bubble Policy

One abatement strategy that carn be applied to the entire airport/
air base facility is an application of the EPA Bubble Policy. Under the
Bubble Policy, all the emission points at a facility are treated as being
under a giant bubble with only one release point to the atmosphere. The
bubble can be applied to both a single source or a combination of sources *

L located in close proximity to one another. This allows a relaxation or
elimination of pollutant controls at a source where Costs are high in
exchange for compensating increased controls on sources where costs are
low.

This policy would give the airport/air base operator greater
flexibility to meet current or future air pollution control requirements,
makes new control approaches profitable and can save the airport/air
base operator millions of dollars annually over the Cost of conventional
controls.

Bubbles are not usually applied to civil air carrier airports
*where most sources are mobile. On the other hand, a bubble could be applied

to an air base which Usually contains both mobile and point sources.
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SECTION III: ASSESSMENT METHODS AND MODELS

INTRODUCTION

The previous section has outlined and highlighted the various
steps in the overall air quality assessment process. This section focuses
on the available techniques and methodologies to be used if it is deter-
mined that the particular proposed action indeed requires assessment.

The assessment of air quality involves two activities: (1) the
development of an emission inventory, and (2) the calculation of the
dispersion of these emissions to produce a concentration. The distinction
between the two was mentioned in the previous section of this handbook: the
inventory is the total amount or weight (pounds or kilograms) of pollutants
generated during a specified time period (i.e., day, year); whereas, the
concentration is an expression of an amount (weight) of pollutant per a
unit volume of air for a given averaging period. When a detailed assessment
is required, both indices of Pr quality impact may need to be investi-
gated. This section outlinp. the procedures for conducting an emission
inventory and discusses the range of techniques for determining pollutant
concentrations.

SOURCE AND USF OF EMISSION FACTORS

A key element in the assessment of air quality impact is the
emission factor for each identifiable source within the proposed project
or actio'n. An "emission factor" is the rate at which the pollutants of a
source are omitted, usually expressed in terms of pounds (kgs) per unit
of time of operation. The emission factors and their sources will be
discussed in terms of each major airport source.

Aircraft

Each type of aircraft in the project's fleet mix has a particular
engine type with its own particular emission rate. For example, a Boeing
707 aircraft has JT3D-7 engines, a Boeing 727 uses JT8D-17 while a Boeing
747 could have one of three types (JT9D-7, JT9D-70 or RB211-524). Table
3.2.1-1 in AP-42 1, lists aircraft types and their most commonly used
engines. The Air Force ACEE Report has detailed information on military
aircraft.

1 See Reference 14 in the Annotated Reference List in Section V.
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Two types of data are available for each engine type: modal

emission factors (pounds pollutant per hour at each operating mode); and
emission factors per aircraft landing-takeoff (LW ) cycle (total pounds
pollutant per LTO).

Engine emission data is based on the aircraft's landing and
takeoff cycle. A landing-takeoff cycle includes all normal operational
modes performed by an aircraft between t'Ve time it descends through an
altitude of 3,000 feet (910 meters) on its approach, and the time it
reaches the 3,O00-foot (910 meters) altitude after takeoff. Each class
of aircraft has its own typical LTO cycle, separated into five distinct
modes: (1) approach and landing; (2) taxi-idle in; (3) taxi-idle out; (4)
takeoff, and (5) climbout. Operating times at a congested airport for each
mode of the cycle as well as both types of emission factors are listed in
AP-42. When aircraft do not operate in a nongested airport or where other
unique conditions exist, the preparation of a special LTO for the project
may be appropriate.

If a particular aircraft mode is not listed in the referenced
tables, this does not mean the emission factors cannot be calculated. The
engine Omissions or emission indtx as well as the fuel flow rate can be
obtained from the manufacturer and the modal emission rate can be calou-

lated.

As an example, carbon monoAide emission rate for the Pratt and
Whitney JT9D-7 gas turbine engine would be determined as follows:

Mode: idle

Fuel Flow: 1,80 lbs/hr

Emission Index: CO - 77 lbs/1,000 lbs fuel (idle mode)

Emission Index x Fuel Flow = Modal Emission Rate

lb x 1,849 r2.37 per engine
710b0 lbs fuel x1hfuel lbhrCO

This rate applies to each hour of operation in the Idle mode. p-

Similar procedures are used for the other modes and pollutants.

1 4
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Automobiles

Automobile engines, unlike aircraft engines, are classified by
type (light duty, heavy duty, etc.) and not by manufactorc-r. Many variables
affect the computation of the emission factors. These include:

Operating Mode

The four general operation modes are idle,
acceleration, constant speed (cruis41Q), and
deceleration.

Vehicle Mix

Highway vehicles are divided intn two cate-
gories, light duty and heavy duty vehicles.
Within each category, power plant and fuel
variation result in significantly different
emission characteristics. The resulting sub-
categories are: light duty gasoline powered
vehicles; light duty diesel powered; light
duty gasoline powered trucks; heavy duty gago-
line powered vehicles; heavy duty diesel powered
vehicles; and motorcycles.

Application of Control Devices

Starting in 4968, light duty vehicles contained
exhaust emission controls. These exhaust emis-
sion controls deteriorate with time, thuscausing higher emissions over time.

Vehicle Age Distribution

The aging of highway vehicles causes deteriora-
tion in vehicle engines, vehicle exhaust systems
and catalytic devices, creating higher rates of
exhaust emissions.

.Operating Speeds

Emission rates of highway vehicles are directly
related to vehicle speed. As operating speeds
increase, emissions of CO and HC decrease, while
those for NOx increase. Changes in speed also
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contribute to higher emissions, since emissions
of HC and NOx in the acceleration mode are

significantly higher than those at a constant
speed.

Using these parameters, emission factors can be calculated for
autos wuith the methodologies and formulas contained In AP-42 or through
the utilization of the computer model, MOBILE II. The emission factor
obtained by either method will be an average emission factor in grams per
vehicle mile for a characteristic vehicle mix for a particular calendar
year. These emission factors are available in tabular form from the Federal
Highway Administration 2 and can be used for simple scenarios.

Service Vehicles

Emissions from airport service vehicles, like automotive emis-
sions, are dependent on vehicle age distribution, average vehicle speed,
and mode of operation. Normal activities encountered by service vehicles
involve average operating speeds and variable running times. Their emis-
sions are thus related to vehicle fuel consumption. The emission factors
are expressed in units of pounds of pollutant per gallon of fuel consumed
(gas or diesel).

Service vehicles are currently classified as off-road vehicles
and not subject to emission controls. For eich pollutant, only one emission
factor has been developed for all gasoline powered service vehicles, and
one for all diesel powered vehicles. The methodologies used in computing
these emission factors along with the emission factors~are contained in
EPA Report APTD-1470. 3

Stationary Sources

The emission factors for stationary or point sources are deter-
mined by the process to be analyzed, equipment to be used and the type of
fuel burned. The type of fuel to be used will usually exert the greatest
influence on the type and quantities of pollutants that will be emitted.AP-42 lists emission factors for Most types of stationary sources.

2 Mobile Source Emission Factor Tables, FHWA, Washington, D.C. Technicai
Advisory T6640.1, November 16, 1978.

3 See Reference 11 in the Annotated Reference List in Section V.
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EMISSION INVENTORY

Purpose 'and Uses

The inventory of emissions yields the total amount of pollutants

emitted by the project In a day's or year's operation and gives an indica-
tion of the magnitude of its potential impact. The flow chart identified
when the inventory would be determined in the assessment process.

Though the units of the emission inventory (pounds) are not
directly comparable to the national standards, the emission inventory can
be Used in several ways in the overall assessment of the project. The first
way in which the inventory can be used is in the comparision of alterna-
tives. Alternative layouts or procedures may produce varying emission
totals. Minimization of total air quality emissions may be a factor in the
selection of a preferred alternative.

The second manner in which the inventory can be used is in the
N comparison of e0.isting totals with future totals, both with and without

the project. This will provide a direct identification of the impact of the
proposed action. This comparison may reflect tradeoffs between the expected
increase in airport operations and traffic, and the decrease in future
emission rates.

The third way in which the inventory can be used is in the com-
parison with published inventory data for the county or region. Most
published air quality data is in the form of an inventory for various
sources in the political/planning area. The comparison will disclose the
actual relationship between the project's emissions and all other major
sources in the area.

'1A

Data Requirements and Methodology

To begin the inveitory, the various sources associated with the
action should be identified. All potential sources will be categorized as
either stationary sources or mobile rources3 The type of source will
dictate which methodology and procedures will be required to evaluate
its potential emissions.

For aircraft sources, data is required regarding the daily number
of LTO cycles for each type of aircraft, the modal emission factors, and
time spent in each mode, The modal emission factors can be obtairbd from
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AP-42 or the Air Force "1ACEE Report" as discussed previously. Using the
modal emission factors and the times in mode, a pollutant loading factor
can be obtained for each aircraft:

Pollutant loading factor (per pollutant) = [Idle
Modal Emission Factor (lb/hr - engine - LTO) x
Time in Mode (hr)] + [Takeoff Modal Emission
Factor x Time in Mode) + [Climbout Modal Emission
Factor x Time in Mode] + [Approach Modal Emission
Factor x Time in Model.

The times for each mode should reflect the actual operating
conditions at the atrport. Typical modal times for larger metropolitan
airports are listed in AP-42 for civilian aircraft and can be used as a
guideline for selecting actual times to be used. For military aircraft, the
U.S. Air Force publication, "Aircraft Pollution Emission Factors and
Landing and Takeoff Cycles" (AFWL-TR-74-303) can be used. For example, the
pollutant loading for a jet using the JT9D-7 engine would be:

19 minutes1
[142.4 lb/hr - engine - LTO x 19 minutesj +

60 mmn/hr

(3.23 x ' + [6.6 x - J + [44.62 x ]=60

48 lb/engine- LTO

This pollutant loading factor i's then multiplied times: (1) the
number of LTO's per day; (2) the number of engines for that aircraft to
obtatn the total emissions for the day for that pollutant for each air-
craft. For the same example, the daily emission total would be:

Emissions = (48.15 lb/LTO - engine] x [2 LTO/dayJ x
[4 engines] = 385 pounds per day of CO for the
subject jet

The daily emissions would then be summed for all aircraft types
for each pollutant aod for each study year.

For automobiles, data should be obtained for vehicle mix, average
travel speed, length of average trip or length of roadway links in the
access system, and the volume of vehicles (the average daily traffic for
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each study year). As discussed previously, the auto emission factors can be
computed by using the MOBILE II computer program or by hand calculations
using data provided in AP-42.

The pollutant emission factor for a desired speed and the desig-
nated study year would be multiplied times the average trip length or
roadway link times the volume of daily traffic on that link. A typical
calculation would be:

Given:

CO Emission Factor for 1980, speed 55 mph - 31.61 gm/mi

Daily Average Traffic - 3,176 vehicles

Length - I mile

Emissions 31.61 gm/mi x 3,176 vehicles x 1 mile =

100,393 gm/day + 453.592 gm/lb = 221 pounds per day

of CO Emissions on a link of the access system.

The daily emissions would then be summed for all links for each
pollutant and for each study year.

Another source of emissions at airports are the vehicles that
service the aircraft. The number and type of service vehicles is determined
by the types of aircraft which use the airport. Once each particular air-
craft volume is determined then this volume is multiplied times the service
time for each vehicle that is required then times the fuel consumption rate
and then times the vehicle emission rate. An example of this type of calcu-
lation is:

Given:

Tractor Time for Service of a 747 = 155 veh-min

One 747 per day

Fuel Consumption Rate = 1.80 gal/hr
I hr

Operation Time = 1 x 155 veh-min x - 2.58 veh-hr/day

S• .,n
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Fuel Consumption . 1.8 gal/hr x 2.58 veh-hr/day =

4.64 veh-gal/day

CO Emission Rate = 2.20 lb/gal

Daily CO Emissions 4 4.64 veh-gal/day x 2.20 lb/gal

10.22 lb/day.

Typical stationary sources located at airports include fossil
fuel burning smoke stacks and fuel farms. For stack analysis, the operating
features that are associated with the source must be known. The operating
features would Liilude the type of fuel being used, the chemical com-
position of that fuel, the rate at which the fuel is being burned, tem-
perature of escaping 'ases, and the average ambient temperature. If
detailed data is not available, then the emission rates listed in AP-42
should be used to approximate the stack emissions. While the physical
characteristics of the stack (height, size) are not needed to determine
the total emissions, consideration must be given to any emission control
devices that are to be used (scrubbers, bag houses).

The emission inventory for each stack would be computed by
multiplying the derived emission rate for each pollutant per stack process
times the amount of fuel consumed times the number of hours of operation
during the day. A typical calculation would be:

10 hr

Daily Emissions a 20 lb of 502 x 5 ton/hr x1 h

1,000 lb/day of SO2 emitted

Fuel farms, while classified as stationary sources, are analyzed
differently. To determine emissions from fuel tanks, data must be obtained
regarding type of containers or tanks to be used, the type of fuel, the
amount of fuel to be handled per day, and the sequence of fuel handling.

Emissions from fuel farms are primarily generated each time the
fuel is handled. The emissions are composed predominately of hydrocarbons
(HC), which contribute to ozone formation. The HC emLisi3on rate is deter-
mined by the particular brand of. fuel. To obtain thVi daily emissions, the
emission rate is multiplied times the number of gallons to be consumed or
handled. An example calculation Lsa
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Given:

Emission rate for jet fuel = 0.55 lbs/10 3 gal of

fuel

Usage rate - 600,000 gal/day

Daily Emissions = 0.55 lbs/103 gal x 600,000 gal/

day = 330 lb/day of HC

While the sources previously discussed are the major emission
souroe Olassifications, other types of sources may be involved due to
the uniqueness of the proposed airport project, These types of special
sources may be included in AP-42 with generalized emission rates. If the
sources are not discussed in AP-42 then coordination with the EPA or State
Air Quality Review Board may be necessary to obtain their potential emis-

The results of each of these computations will be an emission
loading in pounds per day (or year) per pollutant for each type of source.
These numbers can then be summed to find the total loading for the facil-
ity.
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MODELING TECHNIQUES-

The second aspect of a detailed air quality assessment in-
volves emission concentrations. The basic purpose for conducting the
concentration analysis is to assess the project's impact in terms of the
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). This section provides a
discussion of the various techniques and methodologies for computing these
concentrations.

All of the techniques require the same general data requirements,
however, the more complex models require more detailed information than
the simpler techniques. Basically, data requirements include: airport
landside/airside layout features; operational data - number and type of
aircraft and related surface vehicles; emission factors for all identifi-
able sources; and generil meteorological data, such as average wind speed
and direction.

Modeling is generally performed to evaluate carbon monoxide
(CO) emissions only. As stated previously, the CO emissions are localized
short-term pollutants which lend themselVes to this type of evaluation.

Numerous models, using different mathematical approaches, have
been developed for handling the various conditions and sources which may
be encountered in the air quality studies for airport projects. The most
commonly used models are listed in Table III-1.

Some of these models have been classified by the EPA as Guideline
Models, i.e., one that when used properly produces results that are accept-
able to the EPA without a detailed explanation of model/parameters. EPA
accepts as guideline models only those models that have f.lfilled a number
of verification and documentation tests.

Some models may be part of a UNAMAP series. UNAHAP (which stands
for User's Network for Applied Models of Air Pollution) is a library of
air quality simulation models compiled by the EPA and available through the
National Technical Information Service (NTIS).

SThis discussion will highlight the major points of each model;
more detailed information is provided in the respective references listed
in Section V. All of these models are principally miorosoale dispersion
models that are best suited for assessing air pollution impacts on a
localized scale, since they focus on areas in the immediate vicinity of the
project under study.
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A dispersion model may be defined as a mathematic structure
which:

Accepts data on source emissions, meteorological
conditions, geographic boundaries, etc. as
inputs;

Computes the dispersion of pollutants by the
atmosphere; and

* Produces output data on the concentration
of pollutants over the area of interest for
specified time periods.

Thus, the dispersion model is a mechanism for translating emis-
sion data into ambient concentration estimates.

Dispersion models can be divided into two categorl/es: models
for non-reactive, inert pollutants such as CO and TSP, and'models for
reactive pollutants such as NOx and 03. There are a wide variety of models
available to analyze non-reactive pollutants. These models, once given
meteorological conditions .and emission rates as inputs, compute primary
pollutant concerntrations for the averaging time(s) of interest, i.e.,
one-hour to annual averages.

Modeling of reactive pollutants is much more difficult. The
basic problem in studying these pollutants is that they form secondary
pollutants whose prediction is very difficult due to the complex nature
of photochemical reactions.

Mathematical models used in estimating future pollution levels
resulting from aircraft or airport actions require meteorological param-
eters as inputs. These include parameters such as wind speed and direction,
atmospheric stability, and mixing heights. These meteorological parameters
are used to find the direction of pollutant transport, the receptors which
will be affected, and the most probable and worst pollutant concentrations
which can be expected at these receptors.

Hicroscale modeling determines the pollutant levels adjacent to
the particular project. Meteorological inputs needed for the dispersion
models require worst and average dispersion condition3 for short duration
and long duration model -tudies. Meteorological inputs required for micro-
scale modeling include:

111-12
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. Most probable and worst case stability classes;

. Predominant wind direction obtained from wind
roses; and

. Average wind speed.

Aircraft sources can be modeled using either accelerating air-
craft models, such as Simplex 'A, or the more complex source models such
as PAL, AVAP, and AQAM.

Simplex 'A' 4 (Accelerating Aircraft Sources)

The FAA is developing a series of user-friendly atmospheric
dispersion screening models to facilitate air quality assessments by
field personnel.

The first model, Simplex 'A,' for which a user's guide is avail-
able, calculates concentrations from departing aircraft and has been
programmed for the Het,ilett Packard 67 and 97 desk calculators.

Simplex 'A' is an integrating puff model for an accelerating
point source. Downwind receptors are assumed to be ht ground level and
receive concentration doses from each emission puff. The dose from each
emission puff is summed to give the total dose due to a complete takeoff
event. During engine operation an exhaust tail is created behind the
engine. While the geometry and emission rate variation along this tail
have not as yet been quantified, preliminary measurements and observations
have permitted the selection of values for the length and number of emis-

1son release points in the emission tail. While the sensitivity of pollu-
tant concentration to the length and number of assumed release points in
"the tail varies with the location of the receptor, a tail length of 225
"meters with three equally spaced emission release points was found to
reflect nominal values that were relatively insensitive to moderate changes
In these parameters. The following equation is used in the puff iteration
process.

4 See Reference 22 in the Annotated Reference List in Section V.
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r-2

Symbol Definition Units

x = Receptor exposure or dose ppm-sec

Y = Crosswind distance meters (M)

. ZT = Standard deviation of plume concen-z tration in the vertical direction m

aYT = Standard deviation of plume concen-
tration in the crosswind direction m'

U = Wind speed meters/sec

QT = Total emissions during an emission
release grams

H : Effective height of emissions m

The resultant pollutant concentration (x) is expressed in units
of ppm-sec. To determine the average concentration from the Simplex model
over a one hour time period (for compatibility with a particular short-term
"standard), the dosage must be divided by 3,600 seconds. j

A. Amore detailed explanation in the Use of the Simplex 'A' model
and a program listing can be obtained from the Federal Aviation Adminis-

tration's Office of Environment and Energy.

An advancea version of this model which has been expanded to
"accommodate line, point and area sources is under joint development by
the US. Air Force and the FAA. This complex source model, which has

.- 1, -1

'I1 
'
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been programmed for a microcomputer, is interactive and able to accept
source and receptor coordinates graphically. This model is identified as
the Graphical Input Microcomputer Model (GIHM). 5

Complex Sources

A Gaussian-Plume Algorithm for Point,
Area, and Line Sources (PAL) 6

PAL is a multi-source computerized Gaussian-Plume atmospheric
dispersion algorithm for estimating concentrations of non-reactive pollu-
tants. Concentration estimates are based on hourly meteorology data and
averages can be computed for averaging times from 1 to 24 hours. Six source
types are included in PAL: point, area, two types of line sources, and two
types of curved path sources.

The treatment of point sources in PAL is similar to that In many
other air quality simulation models. In order to calculate plume rise
and dispersion, the stack gas temperature in combination with stack gas
volume flow, or stack inside diameter and stack gas velocity are required.

Area sources may be squares or rectangular in nature but their
boundaries must have a specific orientation. There are no special restric-
tions about source size. Source information needed for analysis are area
source strength (concentration density) and size.

The two types of line sources are the horizontal and the special- "
ized line sources. Line sources of finite horizontal extent, either single
or multiple lanes of traffic, can be considered by PAL. In order to compute
a 1-hour average, the line source strength, number of lanes, and length of
roadway must be obtained.

The specialized line source subroutine is used to compute impacts
from runways or taxiways. It takes into account a changing effective height
of source from one end of the source to the other. It will also consider
variations of the emission rate from one end of the source to the other.
The data required for this part of the analysis consists of an emission
rate, height at each end of the source, length of source, and speed at each
end.

5 Segal, H.M., Microcomputer Grephics In Atmospheric Dispersion Modeling*
'.scheduled to be published in týe March or April 1983 issue of the
Journal of the Air Pollution Control Association).

6 See Reference 7 in Annotated Reference List in Section V.
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The two types of curved path sources are similar to the two types
of line sources, and include a horizontal curved source and a specialized
curved source. The input for each is the same at the horizontal line
sources with the exception of allowing the source to operate on a curve
with a constant radius.

The input source strength for a specialized line source (runway)
is expressed in units of gm/see; the resultant concentration from aircrafi
is in gm/m 3 .

Airport Vicinity Air Pollution Model (AVAp) 7

The Airport Vicinity Air Pollution Model is a complex computer
model for a civil aircraft analysis. This model is unique In that it
incorporates an extensive airport source emission model. However, consider-
able expertise and time are required to obtain and enter this source data.

Hourly average pollutant concentrations are computed for a pre-
determined number of 24-hour cycles using hourly meteorological data and
emission data. The concentrations are computed for selected individual
receptors or a grid of uniformly spaced receptors. The contributions of
three distinct source classes are computed for each pollutant species by
performing an emission inventory for each source. These classes are air-
craft sources, non-aircraft airport sources and environ sources. A summary
report Is tabulated and printed at the end of each 24-hour period. It
tabulates, for each receptor location and pollutant species, the 24-hour
average concentration due to each source class as well as the average total
concentration.

This approach will show which source class is contributing the
most to any one point, thereby focusing on areas of possible mitigation.

This model was developed through FAA's Research and Development
efforts and is explained in more detail in the appropriate reference in
Section I.

Air Quality Assessment Model (AQA4)

The Air Quality As,.essment Model (AQAM) is similar to the Airport
Vicinity Model and is used for military operations. It provides for up to
fi'ty aircraft types and a complete array of mobile and stationary ground
sources. It uses Gaussian point, line and area source dispersion equations

7 See Reference 17 in the Annotated Reff.•cnce List in Section V.
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Line Source Models

The most commonly used computer models in assessing air quality

impacts from bighway segments are:

. The California Line Source Model (CALINE)
. The Highway Air Pollution Model (HIWAY)

The California Line Source Model (CALINE) 8

This computer model was designed to predict carbon monoxide con-
centrations using a mechanical mixing cell. The model treats the region
directly over the highway as a zone of uniform emissions and turbulence.
This zone of emission mixing and turbulence is cAused by the motion of
the vehicles with winds parallel to the highway alignment.

Beyond the mixing cell, the Gaussian line dispersion formula
is used in several different forms, depending on highway design, relative
elevations of sources and receptors, and wind orientation to reliably
predict pollutant concentrations for receptors located within 150 meters
of the roadway.

This program can be used to estimate carbon monoxide concentra-
tions due to highway facilities based on traffic forecasts, vehicle mix,
distance from the road and local meteorology.

The version of CALINE currently being used is known as the CALINE ,
3 model. This program is also available for use, on a programmable hand '4

calculator.

The Highway Air Pollution Model (HIWAY) 9

The HIWAY computer model is a steady-state Gaussian model that
determines pollution concentrations downwind for at-grade and cut-section
situations that are located in relatively uniform terrain. Hourly pollution
concentrations at downwind receptor points are found by trapezoidal in- H
tegration of the pollutant concentrations produced by a number of point
sources placed at equal intervals along the line source. This spacing is '6
successively halved until the total concentration at a receptor point does

8 See Reference 23 in the Annotated Reference List in Section V.-

9 See Reference 5 in the Annotated Reference List in Section V.
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not change significantly by further halving of the spacing between point
sources. This model can be used for any wind direction, any highway orien-
tation, and any receptor location.

The input to HIWAY consists of identification information, high-
way parameters, emissions from each lane (grams/m-sec), and meteorological
and receptor information.

The HIWAY version that is currently in use is identified as
HIWAY 2.

In addition to these computer models there are also manual

methods available to assess air quality impacts from highway segments.
These procedures are described in the text "Guidelines for Air Quality
Maintenance Planning and Analysis, Volume 9: Evaluating Indirect Sources"lU
and in a CALINE 3 graphical ,metnodology.1 1

An.indirect source as used in this guideline is any facility that
attracts mobile source activity with carbon monoxide (CO) emissions. These
guidelines provide, a comprehensive manual methodology to assess both the
one and eight hourly CO impact.

This methodology encompasses a three part procedure. First, the
physical characteristics of the roadway/parkirng area network and the
projected traffic demand volume are used to determine various aspects of
the traffic flow. Second, these traffic features, together with other
ambient parameters are used to determine accompanying modal CO emission
rates. Third, these emissions are inputed to an atmospheric dispersion
analysis that considers variations in source type, wind speed and direc-
tion, stability, road/receptor orientation, and terrain roughness. The
evaluation procedure is simplified using a series nf annotated work sheets,
graphs and tables.

Area Sources

In addition to line source, automotive emissions will also be
generated in parking areas including both elevated garages and at-grade
lots. These emissions will also need to be assessed and their potential
impact analyzed.

10 See Reference 15 in the Annotated Reference Li3t in Section V.
',4

11CALINE 3: A Graphical Methodology and Procedure for CO Concentrations
Near Roadways, FHWA, December 1980.
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There is a provision within the PAL program to analyze parking
lot emissinns. The data requirements as well as the output concentrations
are discussed in the previous section. Parking lot emissions can also be
analyzed using the methodologies and procedures contained in "Guidelines
for Air Quality Maintenance Planning and Analysis, Volume 9: Evaluating
Indirect Sources."

Point Sources,

Point sources, while not collectively a major pollutant source at
airport facilities, may need to be addressed.

The following three EPA point source computer models use Briggs'
plume rise methods 12 and Pasquill-Gifford dispersion methods described in
the Wookbook of Atmospheric Dispersion to calculate hourly concentrations
for stable pollutants. The three point source models are:

PTMAX

This program performs an analysis of the maximum short-term con-
centration from a single point source (stack) as a function of stability
and wind speed. Required inputs to the program include ambient air tempera-
ture, emission rate, physical stack height, and stack temperature; either
stack gas volume flow or both the, stack gas velocity and inside diameter at
the top are required. The program computes effective height of emission,
maximum ground level concentratiog,, and distances of maximum concentration
for each condition of stability and wind speed.

PTDIS

This program calCuldtes ground-level concentrations for various
downwind distances for specified meteorology. Input requirements include
both source and meteorological conditions. The primary output of the
program consists of a table with height of emission, concentration for each
downwind distance, values of dispersion parameters for each distance, and a
relative concentration normalized for wind speed and source strength.

11 Briggs, G.A., "Plume Rise" TID-25075, Division of Technical Information,
Atomic Energy Commission, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 1969.
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This grogram calculates hourly concentrations at up to 30 recep-
tors from ýip to 25 point sources. Required inputs to the program consist of
the number of sources to be considered, the emission rate, physical height,
stack gas temperature, volume flow or stack gas velocity and diameter,
and the stack locations. The number and location of receptors, as well
as their height above ground are also required. Conientrations for a number
of hours up to 24 can be estimated, and an average cnncentration over this
time period is calculated. The hourly meteorological information required
consists of wind direction and speed, stability class, mixing height, and
ambient air temperature.

There is also a subprogram within the PNL model that use similar
methodology as discussed above to compute pollutant concentrations from
point sokirces. All the above models compute short-term concentrations
while the following program, the Climatological Dispersion Model (CDM),
computes long-term pollutant concentrations.

COt

The Climatological Dispersion Model computes long-term (seasonal
or annual) concentrations of quasi-stable pollutants at any ground level
receptor, using averac emission rates from point and area sources and a
joint frequency distrioution of wind direction, wind speed, and stability
for the same period. Two pollutants may be considered simultaneously, the
most frequent application being for sulfur dioxide and particulate matter.

Other Point Sources

In addition to stacks, stationary source emissions occur from
fuel handling and storage. These emissions are the result of the evapora-
tion of liquid from storage tanks during the daily temperature fluctuations
and from the displacement of fuel vapors when tanks are filled. The first
example is called the breathing loss and the second is termed the working
loss.

Breathing i033 is a function of the type of storage tanks, the
daily temperature cycle, wind speed, fuel vapor pressure and a number of
other very specific variables dependent on the type of fuel being stored.
Working losses consist of hydrocarbon vapor expelled from the tank as a
result of emptying or filling operations. Filling losses represent the
amount of vapor (approximately equal to the volume of liquid input) that
is vented to the atmosphere through displacement. After liquid is removed,
emptying losses occur, because air drawn in during the operation results
in growth of the vapor space.
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The American Petroleum Institute has developed empirical formu-
lae, based on extensive testing, that correlate breathing, working and
standing storage losses with the physical parameters of each type of stor-
age tank. These equation are contained in "Compilation of Air Pollutant
Emission Factors," AP-42 published by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency.

N.
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USE OF SENSITIVE AREAS AND RECEPTORS

The locations at which concentrations are monitored or for-which
they are estimated are known as receptors. Generally receptors should be
located where, (1) the maximum total projected concentration is likely to
occur, (2) the general public or any significant segment thereof is likely
to have access over time periods specified by the NAAQS or (3) a sensitive
area located near or adjacent to a oirport facility. Examples of sensitive
areas are r3sidences, hospitals, rest homes, schools and playgrounds.

The numb Jr of receptor points chosen for analysis will determine
the amount of effort and time that will be needed to assess the impact of
the proposed project. If too few are chosen then the analysis will not
accurately portray the pollutant concentrations that should be expected,
but if too many are selected then unneeded and repetitive computations
will be completed. One must select the least number of receptor points that
will adequately show the expected impacts of the proposed action.

Another factor affecting the number and location of receptor
points is the findings of some recent Federal Aviation Administration
air quality research projects. These studies concluded that the air quality
imp.ct of aircraft emissions is small at populated locations relative to
the NAAQS. The major contributor to pollutant concentrations is Usually

attributed to automobile emissions at passenger pick-up or discharge points
and In parking areas.

These are the areas that need to be closely analyzed. Auto emis-
ion analysis is best made with microsoale models, such as HIWAY 2, since

they are designed for accurate pollution predictions at close-in location.."
(less than 100 meters). Thus, more receptor points 3hould be located in
areas influenced by auto emissions or in areas influenced by both auto and
aircraft emissions. By determining what areas have the greatest potential
for pollutant violations, the scope and detail of the analysis procedures
can be foVused in the real impact areas.

4i4',
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USE OF MODELS TO SIMULATE CONDITIONS
IMPLIED IN AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

The air quality models previously dicussed were developed to
meet a variety of ,eeds. Clearly, no single model is suited to assess all
possible applications of a particular type of emission source. Complex
source models such as PAL, AVAP and AQAM represent performance compromises
to accommodate the need to assess the impact of line, point, are& and
accelerating aircraft sources simultaneously.

The air quality analysis problems encountered in the microscale
environment are closely related to the dominant chemical and phyical
processes at that scale. Because the temporal and spatial scales are small
compared to the mesoscale environments, the range of air quality problems
is somewhat narrow. The microsoale. analysis centers on the determinationof ground level pollutant concentrations at receptors downwind of roadways,

parking lots, runways and similar pollutant sources. In a mesoscale anal-
ysis, the WmiLs3on burden from a facility is computed and its effect on the
regional poilutant levels are determined.

As stated previously, several types of models have been developed
to analyze tL-ansportation related emissions. The simplest is the roll back
model, in which the percent increaso (decrease) in future pollutant concen-
trations at a receptor is assumed to be proportional to the increase
(decrease) in emissions. Although rollback is easy to use, concentration
data at key receptors under worst conditions must be available. Moreover,
rollback is based on the assumption that the emission va roe distribution
does not change spatially or temporarily in future years. Due to these
limitations and the availability of alternative models, rollback is not
ordinarily the recommended approach.

The Gaussian model concept is the most widely used technique in
analyzing transportation impacts. A number of line source models have been
developed and applied to a variety of situations, mostly in urban areas.
These models focus on single and multiple point, line, and area sources for
both short- and long-term averaging periods.

All the models introduced earlier have a potential application in
all airport facilities. The decision as to which model is best suited to
the problem at hand is based largely upon the project scale and the extent
to which the model's procedures properly account for the physical and
meteorological conditions that are present.

111-23
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SECTION 1V: SAMPLE PROBLEMS

This section provides four sample airport situations for which
an air quality assessment Is required. The purpose of this section is
to demonstrate the application of the assessment procedures and techniques
to the specific situations. The steps identified in the samples can be
correlated to those shown In the Assessment Flow Chart presented earlier.
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SCENARIO NO. 1 - GENERAL AVIATION AIRPORT

BACKGROUND AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A general aviation utility airport owned by the County is located
in a rural area and has a single runway 3,400 feet in length. The airport
is surrounded primarily by farmland, but a campground is located nearby
(see Figure IV-1).

It is proposed that the runway be extended from 3,400 feet
to 4,200 feet to accommodate a larger percentage of the business jet
fleet. The auto parking would also be expanded to 200 spaces. General
operational date is provided below.

Average Daily Aircraft Operations

Aircraft Type Existing 1985 1995

Business Jet 12 18 26

Twin-Engine PistoiJ 80 110 140

Single-Engine Piston 200 "90 380

Annual Operati•ons 166,000 205,000 212,000

Average Daily Traffic (ADT) and Peak Hour
TraffIc Suamary

Airport Traffic Through Traffic on County R: ld
St, Jy Year ADT Peak-Hour ADT Peak-Hour

Existing 190 25 1,400 182

1985 250 32 1,600 208

1995 430 56 2,300 299

IV-2
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"EVALUATION PROCEDURES 1

Block 1-1 - The project was identified as a runway extension. The
increases in aircraft operations and ground traffic has the potential for
increasing ambient pollutant levels.

Block 1-2 - The airport project is located in a state that dpes
not have Indirect Source Review. Blocks 1-3 and 1-4 can be bypassed. The
next level of review is based on the type of aircraft activity generated
by the facility, Block 1-5. The facility is a general aviation facility
with annual operations exceeding 180,000.

Block 1-8 - Using available operational data, an emission inven-
tory of daily pollutional load was determined for the airport. (For the
purpose of this sample, only computations for the existing year and 1985 K
will be shown.) The first step in the inventory was to derive the time
spent by each aircraft type in each operating mode. By evaluating local
aircraft performance and ground operating times, the time in mode selected
for this analysis are given below:

Time !n Mode I

(Minutes) ,

Taxi- Taxi-
Idle Idle

Aircraft Type (Existing) 1985 Take-Off Climbout Approach I

Business Jet 10 11 0.4 0.5 1.6 I
Twin-Engine Piston 13 14 0.3 5.0 6.0

Single Engine Piston 13 14 0.3 5.0 6.0

1 Block numbers refer to Assess-went Procedure Flow Charts in Section II.

IV- 3
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In 4 o obcain the daily pollution total (lbs) for each
pollutant fcr e . aircraft type, the sum of the respective modal emission
factors (from h. -42) times each time in mode is multiplied by the air-
craft's number of engines and its number of landing-takeoff cycles (LTO's)
per day. These computations are shown first for the existing conditions at
the airport.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Business Jet - Engine GA TPE 731-2

10 minutes) x .)+(.0x25

CO: [(11.11 lbs/hr x 10 minuts *'+ (1.86 x 0 + (1.80 ) +
60 min/hr -To- 6

(9.53 x 1-6-) x 2 engines x 6 LTO's = 25.6 lbs/day

HC: [(P4.05 lb/hr m/hr + (0.14 x ) + (0.12 x --5) +

lbshr 60 minutes 0.1 60

01.51 x )] x 2 engines x 6 LTO's = 8.6 lbs/day

10 minutes, 040
NOx: [(0.54 lbs/hr x 60 mn/hr " + (29.8 x -4) + (23.68 x -5) +

(3.59 x W)] x 2 engines x 6 LTO's = 7.0 lbs/day

SOx: [(0.18 lbs/hr x 10 minutes + (1.55 x ) + .39 x 05) +
60 mmn/hr 60 60 j- (.9X-r

(0.52 x )] x 2 engines x 6 LTO's 0.8 lbs/day

Twin-Enmine Piston - Engine CON TS 10-360C

13 minutes 0.3 50
CO: [(6.81 lbs/hr x 60 mn/hr " + (143.9 x ) + (95.5 x ) +

(60.7 x ) x 2 engines x 40 LTO's = 1,279 lbs/day

IV-4
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HC: [(1.59 lbs/hr x 13 minute ÷ (1.22 x 0 3 (0.95 x 0 +
60 mmn/hr

6.0.
(0.69 x 6 • x 2 engines x 40 LTO's = 40 lbs/day

NOx: [(0.022 lbs/hr x 13 minute + (0.36 x + (03 +

(0.23 x-6)] x 2 engines x 40 LTO's = 5.2 Ibs/day

So×: ((0.0 Ibs/hr x 13 minutes) + (0.03 x 0) + (0.02 x ) +
60 mm/hr -go + 0 6x5.

(0.01 x 60-)] x 2 engines x 40 LTO's = 0 Ibs/day

Single Engine Piston - Engine CON 0-200

CO: [(5.31 lbs/hr x 13 minutes) + (44 x2 ) 0 ( 5 x

(30.29 x . )] x 1 engine x 100 LTO's = 807 lbs/day

13 minutes) 0*3 0HC: [0.239 bs/hr xr + (0.94o0 x ) + (0.940x ) +

(0.847 x 6)] x 1 engine x 100 LTO's 22 lbs/day

[(0.013 lbs/hr 13 minutes +Nll: 60 mt/hr ' + (0.22 x ) + (0.22 x +

(0.029 x - )] x 1 engine x 100 LTO's = 2.5 lbs/day

SOx: [(0.0 lbs/hr x 13 minutes) + (0.01 x ) + (0.01 x )+60 mmn/hr 60 60-~

(0.01 x . )J x 1 engine x 100 LTO's 0 lbs/day
60

IV-5
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Summary of Aircraft Pollutant Inventory (lbs/day)
Existing Condition

CO HC NOx SOx Total

Business Jet 25.6 8.6 7.0 0.8 42.0

Twin-Engine 1,279.0 40.0 5.2 0.0 1,324.2

Single Engine 807.0 22.0 2.5 0.0 831.5

Total 2,111.6 70.6 14.7 0.8 2,197.7

The procedures used for 1985 computations would be the same as
those used for Existing Conditions. The taxi-idle times would change but
all other mode times would remain the same. For 1985, a heavier class of
Business Jets would be used with the aforementioned piston-type aircraft.
The 1985 computations are provided for the Business Jets along with the
1985 Summary Table.

1985 CONDITIONS

Business Jet - Engine GE CJ610-2C

11 minutes) 0. .CO: [(79.05 lbs/hr x 60 min/hut + (75.06 x 0 + (65.61 x

(90.20 x 6)] x 2 engines x 9 LTO's =314.8 lbs/day

560

11 minutes) (0 5

HC: ((9.18 lbs/hr x 60 mi/hr + (0.28 x ) + (0.49 x 0 +

(2.77 x 16-j)] x 2 engines x 9 LTO's 31.7 lbs/day
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11X miue 0.4 0.5Nx: [((0.46 Ibs/hr x 60 min/hr + (11.68 x ) + (8.99 x ) +

1.6(1.54 x -j)] x 2 engines x 9 LTO's = 5. lbs/day

Y%! NJ11 minutes) 0.4 0.5
SOx: [(0.51 lbs/hr x O minutes) + (2.78 x 0 + (2.43 x +60 min/hr 6d

(1.03 x 1 6)] x 2 engines x 9 LTO's =2.9 lbs/day

60,

Summary of Aircraft Pollutant Inventory (lbs/day I
1985 Condition

i I

Business Jet 314.8 31.7 5.0 2.9 354.4

Twin-Engine 1,797.4 57.2 7.3 0.3 1,862.2

Single Engine 19154.2 31.9 3.5 0.3 1t189.9

Total 3,266.4 120.8 15.8 3.5 3,406.5

The next step in the Inventory was to compute the daily total
pollutional loading from site-generated vehicular traffic. Emission totals
were computed for existing and 1985 traffic projections. Emission rates for
motor vehicles were determined from the EPA publication Mobile Source
Emission Factors and the accompanying MOBILE 1 computer program. Projected
traffic volumes, the associated vehicle miles of travel, and the average
travel speed are denoted in the computations. The basic equation for
computing the vehicle emissions Is given as:

IV-7
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Pollutant Loading (gm/day) = Average Daily Traffic (veh/day) x
Length of Roadway (miles) x
Emission Factor 2 (gm/mile)

Basic data Includes:

Existing Site-Generated Traffic = 190 veh/day
250 veh/day In 1985

. Length of Roadway - County Route 9 from State
Route 22 to airport entrance = 1 mile
Average Travel Speed = 40 mph

35 mph In 1985;

. Emission Factors - CO = 29.77 gm/mile
22.46 gm/mile In 1985

HC j.55 gm/mile
2.24 gm/mile In 1985

NOx = 4.09 gm/mile
3.17 gm/mile Irn 1985

sox= 0.23.gm/mile
0.23 gm/mile In 1985

Part = 0.60 gm/mile
0.60 gm/mlie In 1985

EXISTING CONDITION

CO: 190 veh/day x 1 mile x 29.77 gm/mile = 5656.3 gm/day or 12.47 lb/day

HC: 190 veh/day x '1 mile x 3.55 gm/mile = 674.5 gm/day or 1.49 lb/day

NOx: 190 veh/day x 1 mile x 4.09 gm/mile = 777.1 gm/day or 1.71 ib/day

2 Emission Factors for CO, HC, NO from MOBILE 1; SOx and Particulate
Emission Factors from "Compilations of Air Pollutant Emission Factors"
(AP-42) Table 3.1.1-2.

IV-8
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SOx: 190 veh/day x 1 mile x 0.23 gm/mile = 43.7 gm/day or 0.10 lb/day

Part: 190 veh/day x 1 mile x 0.60 gm/mile = 114.0 gm/day or 0.25 lb/day

1985 CONDITION

CO: 250 veh/day x 1 mile x 22.46 gm/mile = 5,615 gm/day or 12.38 lb/day

HC: 250 veh/day x 1 mile x 2.24 gm/mile = 560 gm/day or 1.23 lb/day

NOx: 250 veh/day x 1 mile x 3.17 gm/mile = 792.5 gm/day or 1.75 lb/day

sox: 250 veh/day x 1 mile x 0.23 gm/mile = 57.5 gm/day or 0.13 lb/day

Part: 250 veh/day x 1 mile x 0.60 gm/mlie = 150.0 gm/day or 0.33 lb/day

Summary of Existina Inventory (lbs/day) 2

CO HC NOx SOx Particulates Total

Aircraft; 2p111.8 70.6 14.7 0.8 --- 29197.9 •'
Vehicular Traffic3  12.5 1.5 1.7 0.1 0.2 16.0 '1,'

Total 2,124.3 72.1 16.4 0.9 0.2 2,213.9 .

r-

3 Includes passenger, visitor and employee traffic.
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Summary of 1985 Inventory (lbs/day)

CO HC NOx SOx Particulates Total

Aircraft 3,266.4 120.8 15.8 3.5 3,406.5
Vehicular Traffic4  12.4 1.2 1.7 0.1 0.3 15.7

1,4 -

Total 3,278.8 122.0 17.5 3.6 0.3 3,422.2

Block 1-9 - After the emission inventory was completed, a meeting
was scheduled with the State Air Quality Review Board. Prior to the meet-
ing, a review of State air quality regulations was accomplished.

At the meeting, the project's scope and our emission inventory
data were discussed in relationship to regional activity and pollutant
levels. The existing and projected 1985 total project emissions were
acknowledged as relatively small when compared to the regional totals.

The State Review Bodrd was also required to evaluate the proj-
ect's conformity with the SIP. The Review Board, while recognizing the
level of the project's emission inventory, requested additional air quality
analysis In order to determine consistency and conformity with the SIP. The
Board wanted a determination study done of the carbon monoxide (CO) pollu-
tant concentrations which might occur at the camp groi~nd opposite the
airport. After further discussion, locations for two receptor points were
chosen for a dispersion analysis.

Block 1-11 - The major sources at the airport for the dispersion
analysis would be the runway, parking lot, and the access roadway. These
are typical line and area sources. There are no major point sources at the
airport to be considered. The State Implementation Plan and other air
quality regulations were reviewed for specidl co1sideration like Indirect
Source Review procedures or the existence of local/regional strategies.
These regulations could influence the type and depth of analysis that would
have been necessary; however, no special requirements existed for the
project area.

4 Includes passenger, visitor and employee traffic.
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For this analysis, the Simplex 'A' program was used for runway .,0
carbon monoxide dispersion (see Section III) and the methodologies pre-
sented In the "Guidelines for Air Quality Maintehance Planning and Analy-
sis, Volume 9" were used for dispersion, from the parking lot and the
roadway.

This example presents the one-hour dispersion analysis for
1985, which represents the first year under proposed project conditions.
The data inputs for the Simplex 'A' programmable calculator program for
Receptor Point 1 (Receptor Point 2) are:

Downwind Distance- x = 731 m (628 m)

Crosswind Distance - y = 91 m (122 m)

Standard Deviation of Plume
Concentration In Vertical
Direction - = 8 m

Standard Deviation of Plume

Concentration in Crosswind
Direction y = 16 m

Wind Speed - U = 1.0 m/ ec

Height of Emissions - H = 4 m

Total Emissions as Computed Below = Qt

Qt Is determined by adding the emissions (grams/sec) of each aircraft
for the busiest hour of operation:

lb 1 T h 54.1m)
Qt = [(2.13 lb x 2 engines (jet) x 1LTO x hr

LTO-engine hr 3,600 sec lb

(15.99 x 2 (twin) x 5 x - x 454) +
3,600

(8.07 x 1 (single) x 12 x -,-6-M x 454)) = 32.91 gm/sec

IV-11
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Using the input data above for Receptor Point 1, the Simplex 'A'
results are 20.05 ppm-sec, 19.25 ppm-sec and 18.55 ppm-sec for the three
Iterative values along the runway. These numbers are summed and then
divided by 3,600 seconds/hr to obtain the hourly concentration:

20.05 + 19.25 + 18.55/3,600 0.016 ppm

For Receptor Point 2, the program results are 19.05 ppm-sec,
18.31 ppm-sec and 17.66 ppm-sec.

19.05 + 18.31 + 17.66/3,600 0.015 ppm

The dispersion procedures discussed In Volume 9 utilizes a
series of annotated worksheets, graphs and tables to analyze the pollutant
concentrations generated by the roadway/parking area network. The works
sheets showing the data and analysis procedures are on the following
pages.
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Wokaheet 1

T8APYiC UIORmATION USED IN tu AnPLIC&ATON OF mmE EVALUATIm I PRCKODURE

1. Road segment or tntersection
approach identification .E-W

2. Observed 1-hr volume (vph)

Observed 8-hr volume (vph)

Projected 1-hr peak demand (vph) 420O.. . .

'Projected 8-hr peak demand (vph)

3* Percentage cold starts - ..

4, Percentage trucks and buses 20

5. Hetropolitaft population

Sl~ope

7. Pree-flow parameters
Number of lanes 2.

Averase lane vLdth (ft) 12

Design speed (mph) -o

Highvay type (see Figures 2-5) 2 Lane Rural

S, Zuntersection parameters
Intersection desilnation

Approach vidth (ft) . . . . . . .

Percentage rLght turns

Percentage left turn

Type control and description of
signal controller

9. Area source parameters
Parking lot Sate designation 1N

Projected 1-hr peak entrance demand (vph) 60

Pro! •,,ed l-hr peak exit demand (vph) 60

Projected 0-hr peak entrancE demand (vph)

?rojected 8-hr peak exit demand (vpo) -

Parking lot area (02) 3,500

Parking lot capacity (veh) 100
Running time required to access
auxiliary parking (C)

Facility emptying time

Average carn per stall
Average ar." -.Or stall (m2)

SOURCE: Guidelines for Air Quality Maintenance Planning and Analysis.
Volume 9: Evaluating Indirect Sources.
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W093SWI3T 5--CAPACMTT ANALTSZS (see instructlona follovint)

Star Symbol Zaput/Un.1. ...... ..... . .

I L load s&Mset (or opnoch) 4 d-"eo£aAL 1E-W
2 an'gig ,• OVACI SO-vagnar 0o",:Lo,
2.1 N.Iumber of lame.

2.2 V1 f dJuetmnult forP Lane wi~dth (Table ]l-1) _1:..---.-.

2.3 Tt Adjuetlunu f~or trucks (Table~ 51-2) 0. 83
2.4 C1 Free flow capacity 770

3 Sialisend intSrsea!_oUg a~cyt

3.1 4 Green phase -.---.-ft- --- n

3.2 Wat Approach width with pazkdn& (f t)----- --

3.3 Percent ri&ht twanse"

3.4 Percent left turners

3.5 1s)tropolitai area size

3.6 Ces1  capacity service valum (vp1 of vea) -- - ---- --

4 Sm8ltsed intersection jrsen ihaase ad

4.1 v Demand volum for approach and phs.- -

4.2 V ,j/C*I,j Vol.utm to grIeA capacity ratio - --- ----

a.3 approx G/Cy Approximat& G/Cy ....--.....

4.4 Z .n(VYL,J/Csi,j) Sumn of the oajdaum V/d ratios for
41 each sinal phase -

4.5 . 31001 cyciti, tiam (see) ---
4.6 G:i Grow phase lealth -........ .- -

4.7 Gj/Cy aOeen phase to Cycle tie e,,io .........

4.8 •..j Capacity for approach ± phase I

5 We-way Stop. * o-way yield or
%umegrolled inteseetions

.5.1 Vu+Vn P io street •wo-way Volum-

5.2 C. Cross sftreet capacity - - ---

6 Four-way stop intersections

6.1 V, Approa-h voltun -- ----

6.2 Spi Demand -plit au cross streecs. - -

6.3 Ci Capacity of approach - --

7 Ci Approach capacity Z Cj,j

5.2 for a four-vay stop or
6. 3 for a to-vay stop



WWlUNEET 2--LINE SOMRE CHISSIMI RATE ONWUATIMI
Stse instructions followingj)

"arjct No..: 195AAlyst:__________
Sample Airoor#1 Dt: 1981

Stop synhol InpuclUffts Traffic Strbea

II I I Rbad so nwt (or approach Idontification' F.-W -

It ~ am V, gal ,omsa (VON,) 240 -- -

3 i Frvafwtf1OCpocity -. - -

it rafo emlissions (ogvhm .013

6.1 N Nubo of l * It -prac

6.2 3 Sigmalized intersections Phaid
I iduni f-Ifcation -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

:.3 Cs, Clacaity service v tlIMM Of APPro echI,: ~ ~I for phas 4 of Pruent)- ---

4 V Demand volume for approach I,

ph5 ~ase cyl length (s) -

phase j (s)
6. aact approach INO

a. P Propotion of Vehicles thate ftop.
6. i, rwlash of veh..iclaes -ha -w -per

7 Ni ~Averiq. ow-o o.vecls funn in ues

a, L4;. el~th~ of /vehicl . -iu -o-

decelr-atio (oveh-rm-n)-

9 Rrt, Avea,.uhs*s running time a

iii Qadi Excess -Assfon rate from,
occeler.tioni ine dece iaration, (q/ms) ---- H

l~Lad1i Length of acceleration and
dece'eratii(n) -W - -

toe Lonuth over which *Acins emissions
a4iply (ml-0-

Fr, Avertne idling urissfun rate (g/s)- *

Q0 $rig* eXUeSa omission rate (qjhs-s)

O Adlusted euCeSS eMission rate (nj'a-n) - -

* ac, rrge-floi euiqloin rate ~/i)* .000931

* C;np,,ted U51 !q Egitission Factor from~ MOIL~F 1 instead o. k' and Line 5.

I,~ . ~ ~ e hr I ile .X03
?49e me0' t ee r -e
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WAIKUEC 3-WMA %M~ MU M NIS fl" IWTATIM

ProJect No,. 1985 Meltet,_

Site: Sample Airport #1 1981

: I~ l ; i,..i. i. ii... .. .

not SPWI lm/n

I art Saw rumala time...

1.1 Ilose appoac t'•,{s)__

1.2 use entveice tiIe(s)

3.3 aue 'vumb.in time(s) -

1.4 sta, bse start time(s)-
1. $ms ftoW42f-owt tin(s) -

1.6 Iam eIt time(s)

.1.7 lase departure time(s) -

1.3 Total base rvnning time(s) 240

2 A Area ot parking lot 3)500

3 1 Entrance approach Identification 1N
4 YeV Ehtrance depnd voluta (voh) 60

I Cel Entrance approach capacities (Vp) 870 I -

6 1 Eit approach idsntification 1N

7 YxI Exit demad volume (vph) 60 - - -

a Cxl Exit approach capocitles (vph) 870- - -

SNWer of parking spacms occupied

10 r Emissions* -

11 PC Capacity of parking lot (vah) 100

12 ?ilt Excess "evonw-in time(i$ -

13 fat FNcility emetying time(s) -

14 Excess ruuiag 'ttl -

14.1 Ve|/Ce1  Entering velaoo.to.cap4city ratio 0. 1

14.2 VxI/CXI Exiting volQWa-tO-C.An4ty r• 10 0.11 -

14.3 L tcsSi runimng tOim eta4rt0
parking lot - -.11

144 ma - - -m

14.4 RX Excess rvuning ti:.: exiting parking 0.11lot i0.11

Is lit Total entering running time (u/veh) 1.Q20. ---

16 an Excess running time moving out of
,b4rbiem stalls (gvokl -i.,t

17 TmI Total eaittne running tite (s/vihf \..0
13 of Total tastsson rate fr 0.000331

lot (q l/ - 0) -

19 OW Area source mitssion rate without
the &MI&sIons fraI Internal road

• Use Idle EmCsstnn Factor from MOBILE 1.
M I mJn

17.59 -mx 0  = sec

+.nX-0 . e
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WORKSHEET 6-CO ARM SOURCE DISPERSION ANALYSIS
(set instructions following)

Project No.: 1985 Analyst: __

Site: Sample Airport #1 Date;: 1981

Step Symbol Inputs/Units RP1 RP2

Basic Inputs Traffic Stream

I Source ID 1N IN

2 SC Stability class F F

3 U Wind speed ( i $-1) 1.0 1.,0 .

4 Initial dispersion (m) 5.0 5.0

5 x Virtual dispersion distance (ml 13 13

6 xActual upwind distance (m) 457... . 90. .4.O -

7 r. a xx0 Effective upwind distance* (m) 47050

8 Xd Actual downwind distance (m) 274 307

9 Etfective downwind distance* (m) 287 320
10 Qa Emission rate (g"2 $-1) .000331 000331

-0 -& -Ei o rae( M004... ..

Dispersion cmoputation

25. o, 0325. 4x10 3

11 (xU/Qa)U Upwind normalized conceantration ... 0x103

12 (xU/Qa) Downwind normelized concentration .19.3x103 . -20. Oxl1 ,. '

IsXU/A Normalized CO concentration* 5. 7x10 3  ,xg

14 Qa Emission rate (9 I-2 2.l I.000331 x* x.0.33 OOQ
16 xU 1.89 1.79 --

,', Enter line 3 #, L. ,, .. 0 .. ......

16 X CO concentration (umg *") 1.89 1.79

17 x CO concentration (ppm) 1.64 1 J6

Use Table to__________ __x______it_ __"r_3__00

4 'Use Table tO detemine xa'IQs It r 5 00 m,'



7!
The results of the dispersion analysis are summarized below:

I"I

Source Receptor Point 1 Receptor Point 2

Parking Lot 1.640 ppm 1.560 ppm ,

Roadway 0.230 0.220..

Runway 0.016 0.015 I

Total 1.886 1.795 .
Estimated Ambient

(Background) Level 4.400 4.400 -

6.286 ppm 6.195 ppm I

The 1-hour CO concentrations at the two receptor points are much
lower than the 1-hour standard of 35 ppm. In this case, the maximum 8-hour
CO concentrations can be computed by multiplying the 1-hour concentrations
by a persistence factor of 0.65, a factor developed by the EP\ as a result
of studies conducted in major cities throughout the U.S. 5

If the computed 1-hour CO concentrations had been at or near the
1-hour air quality standard, then a more exacting method would have been
used. This method would have required the calculation of eight consecutive

4, 1-hour concentrations for the busiest consecutive eight hours. The averag-
Ing of the eight 1-hour concentrations would have given the 8-hour concen-
tration.

Receptor 1

1.886 x .65 1.23 plus background 2.60

Total 3.83 ppm
.4q

5 See Reference 15 in the Annotated Refecence List.
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Receptor 2

1.795 x .65 = 1.17 plus background 2.60

Total = 3.77 ppm

In this case, the 8-hour concentrations at the two receptors are
also less than the 8-hour air quality standard of 9 ppm.

In addition to the assessment methods described in this section,
a look-up table approach for determining air quality levels is avi5.able in
cases where only cursory information is required. This method -crludes the
use of the Mobile Source Emission Factors Tables 6 to establish emission
rates for a variety of roadway vehicles and the CALINE 3 Graphical Solution
Procedures 7 to determine the concentrations resulting from the emission
rates determined from the Emission Factor Tables. 6

Blocks 1-12 - The dispersion study showed that no violations of
either the 1- or 8-hour standard would occur. The analysis results were
finalized and summarized (Block 1-14). The study results were coordinated
with and accepted by the State Air Quality Review Board as conforming to
the SIP and an Air Quality Certification was issued (Block 1-16). The com-
pleted air quality assessment was included within the Environmental Assess-
ment Report and circulated (Block 1-17).

6 "Mobile Source Emission Factor Tables," FHWA Technical Advisory T 6640.1,
November 16, 1978, USDOT/FHWA.

7 CALINE 3 - A Graphical Solution Procedure for Estimating Carbon Monoxide
(CO) Concentrations Near Roadways, December 1980, USDOT/FHWA.
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SCENARIO NO. 2 - AIR CARRIER AIRPORT

BACKGROUND AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Cooper County Transportation Authority proposes to build
a new runway at their municipal airport to meet the expected Increases
in aircraft operations. The Transportation Authority also plans to expand
the existing terminal and build additional parking lots to handle the
expected increase In passenger traffic. The expansion of the terminal
building will require an expansion of the airport power generating station
(see Figure IV-2).

Operational data for the airport is presented below.

Average Daily Aircraft Operations

Aircraft Type Existing 1985 1995 I

727 68 84 124

DC-9 36 60 96
B:siness Jet 8 14 22

Turboprop 6 10 18

Twin-Engine Piston 256 314 440

Airport Generated Traffic

Annual
Studv Year ADT Peak-Hour Passengers

Existing 209740 2,904 3,785,000

1985 25,800 3,612 4,709,000

1995 430000 6,020 7,848,000
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EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Blocks 1-1 - The proposed airport expansion will Increase air-.
craft operations 86 percent over a 14-year span with a potential of causing
air quality violations.

Blocks 1-2 - There are no state Indirect Source Review regula-
tions governing this project.

Block 1-5 - The airport Is a medium size air carrier airport.

The existing annual passenger enplanements for the airport are 1,892,000
passengers. It rises to 2,354,500 enplanements In 1985 and 3,924,000
enplanements In 1995. The enplanement threshold of 1,300,000 is exceeded
both for existing and proposed scenarios.

Block 1-8 - The detailed analysis began with the emission Inven-
tory and the documentation of aircraft time In mode.

Time In Mode "

(Minutes) I

Existing 1985 1995 I'Taxi- 7-x- 7- ax,'Aircraft Type Idle Take-Off Climbout Approach Idle Idle

1 727 11 0.7 2.2 4.0 14 16 I

DC-9 11 0.7 2.2 4.0 14 16 I

Business Jet 9 0.4 0.5 1.6 11 13 .

Turboprop 10 0.5 2.5 4.5 12 14 I

Twin-Engine Piston 10 0.3 5.0 6.0 11 13 .

The Take-Off, Climbout, and Approach times will be the same
for each study year.
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I 44.

The aircraft Emission Inventory will be computed using the

Modal Emission Factor (from AP-42) times the time spent in that mode and

then summed for each pollutant. This number is then multiplied times the

number of engines per aircraft times the number of daily LTO's as shown

below for the various pollutants under existing conditions.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

727 - Engine - P&W JT8D-17

11 minutes) (6.99 x 0•) + (7.91 x 2.2

CO: [(39.10 lbs/hr x6T) +0i/h')

4.0
(20.23 x x 3 engines x 34 LTO's 907 lbs/day

NC: [(10.10lb/h

11minutes• 0.7 2.2,HC [1010lb/h x60 min/hr "+0.0x60" +7040x60"

4.0
(1.41 x -j•0)J x 3 engines x 34 LTO's 201 lbs/day60

11 minutes) 0.7 2

NO [0.91 lbs/hr x 10 mte/hrs) + (202.6 x 60" + (123.4 x ) +
Nx: [(.16b/ 0 minutes 60 7620

(19.39 x x 3 engines x 34 LTO's = 907 lbs/day(19.9 x60"

sox: [(1.15 lbs/hr x 10 mt/hr , + (9.98 x ) + (7.91 x 2") +

4.0)

(2.81 x I--,] x 3 engines x 34 LTO's 82 lbs/day

11 minutes 0.7
Part: [(0.36 lbs/hr x 60 m+/hr (3.70 x ) + (2.60 X ) 4

(1.50 x 1'•-, x 3 engines x 34 LTO's 51 lbs/day
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DC-9 (Using Same Procedure)

CO: 338 lbs/day

HC: 75 lbs/day

NOx: 338 lbs/day

SOx 30 lbs/day

Part: 19 lbs/day

Business Jet - Engine GE CJ 610-6

9,minutes) 4 0
CO: [(79.05 lbs/hr x 9 minutes + (75.06 x 04 (65.61 x 05

60 mmn/hr 60 + 0

I,.6

(90.20 x 1) x 2 engines x 4 LTO's = 122 lbs/dayI60
HC: N(9.18 lbs/hr x mne + (0.28 x 04) + (0.49 x )+

60 mmn/hr 6 j- 0 . 60~

(2.77 x 16 x 2 engines x 4 LTO's =12 lbs/day

NOx: [(0.46 lbs/hr x 60 minuts + (11.68 x 0 + (8.99 x 0 +
60 mmn/hr 1T6

(1.54 x --L)] x 2 engines x 4 LTO's = 2 Lbs/day
60

9,minutes, 0.4 5sox: [(0.51 lbs/hr x ) minutes) + (2.78 x 0 + (2.43 x - +

60 min/hr 60 60

(1.03 x -a)l x 2 engines x 4 LTO's = I lb/day

"601



Turboprop - Engine PT 6A-28

CO: [(7.36 lbs/hr x 10 minutes + (0.43 x 05 + (0.48 x 25 +
60 min/hr 06

4.5

(4.95 x -T)] x 2 engines x 3 LTO's 10 lbs/day

lbs/hr x 60 min/hu + (0.0 x 0.) + (0.0 x L_) +

(0.46 x • )] x 2 engines x 3 LTO's = 6 lbs/day

10 minutes, 0
NOx: [(0.23 lbs/hr x 60 min/hr " + (3.s2 x ) + (2.80 x -5) -

(1.80 x j6-5)] x 2 engines x 3 LTO's = 2 lbs/day

S~: (.1 lshrx10 minutes, 05_2
6Ox: [(0.12 lbs/hr x 10 min/hr " + (0.43 x -5) + (0.40 x ) +

4.5
(0.22 x .)] x 2 engines x 3 LTO's < 1 lb/day

Twin-Engine Piston - Engine TS I0-360C

CO: [(6.81 lbs/hr x 10 minutes) + (143.9 x 0) + (956 x 0) +
60 mln/hr 60 -- )+(5 60x

(60.7 x ±-*.)] x 2 engines x 128 LTO's = 4,068 lbs/day

10 minutes) 03 5

0 mn/hr "* (1.22 x + (0.95 x ) +

(0.69 x 6.0 x 2 engines x 128 LTO's = 108 lbs/day

60
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10 minutes) 0. (36x 5.0)"NOx: ((0.022 lbs/hr x 60 m3/hr 036 ) + (0.43 x +

N(0.23 x g,) x 2 engines x 128 LTO's =16 lbs/day

10 minutes) 00 0.3 02 5.0)SOx: [(0.0 lbs/hr x + (0.03 x ) + (0.02 x

6.0
(0.01 x )]x 2 engines x 128 LTO's =1 1b/day -,

Summary of Aircraft Pollutant Inventory (lbs/day)
Existing Conditions

CO HC NOx SCx Particulates I

727 907 201 907 82 51 I

DC-9 338 75 338 30 19 I

Business Jet 122 12 2 1 -- I

Turboprop 10 6 2 <1 -- 1

Twin-Engine Piston 4,068 108 16 1 -

Total 5,445 402 1,265 114 70 I
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In the same manner, the aircraft emissions were totaled for
1985 and 1995 conditions.

*4..

Summary of Aircraft Pollutant Inventory (lbs/day)
1985 Conditions

CO HC NOx SOx Particulates .
727 1,366 311 1,145 108 40

DC-9 650 148 545 52 19 I

Business Jet 251 25 4 2 -- 2

Turboprop 19 12 3 1 -- ,

Twin-Engine Piston 5,024 141 20 1 -

Total 7,310 637 1,717 164 59 I

Summary of Aircraft Pollutant Inventory (lbs/day)
1995 Conditions '

CO HC NOx Sox Particulates I

727 2,260 523 1,715 167 61 ,

DC-9 19166 270 885 86 29

Business Jet 453 45 6 4 --

Turboprop 38 25 6 12 --

Twin-Engine Piston 7p141 220 29 1

Total 11,058 1,083 2,641 270 90
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The negt step in the emission inventory was to determine the
-2ontribution from site-generated auto traffic.

Vehicle emission loadings were computed for existing, 1985, and
1995 trafftc projections. Emission rates from motor vehicles were deter-
mined from the EPA publication Mobile Source Emission Factors and the
accompanying MOBILE I Computer program. Projected traffic volumes, the
associated vehicle miles of travel and the average travel speed were
required in the computations.

Pollutant Loading (gm/day) = Average Daily Traffic (veh/day) x
Length of Roadway (miles) x
Emission Factor 8 (gm/mile)

EXISTING 
CONDITIONS

Basic data includes:

Existing Site-Generated Traffic = 20,740 veh/day

. Length of Roadway - Airport drive from Cooperstown
Expressway to Airport Terminal = 2.5 miles

Average Travel Speed = 45 mph

Emission Factors - CO = 28.16 gm/mile

HC = 3.38 gm/mile

NOx = 4.27 gm/mile

SOx = 0.23 gm/mile

Part = 0.60 gm/mile

8 Emission factors for CO, HC, NOx from MOBILE 1. SOx and Particulate
emission factors from "Compilations of Air Pollutant Emission Factors"
(AP-42) Table 3.1.1-1 (SOx-0.23 gm/mile and Particulates-0.60 gm/mile).
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CO: [(20,740 d--!) x (2.5 miles) x (28.16m-.le)J = 1,460,096 = 3,219 -bday mil 6 ay day

HC: [(20,740oeh x (2.5 miles) x day dayday mile m ,253 gnday day
veh4

NOx: [(20,740 x (2.5 miles) x (4.27m = 221,399-gm 488 lbs
day day day

S~:[2,;veh• = b
Sox: [(209740 x (2.5 miles) x (0.23 m-!!e)] 11,925 dm 26 d.'j-yeday -day

mehl

Part: [(20,740•) x (2.5 miles) x (0.60 m-e)Jm 31,110 gm 69 lbsday day day

1985 CONDITIONS

Basic data includes:

1985 Site-Generated Traffic = 25,800 veh/day

0 Length of Roadway - 2.5 miles

• Average Travel Speed =4 5 mph

Emission Factors - CO = 19.39 gm/mile

HC = 1.91 gm/mile

NOx = 3.47 gm/mile

SOx = 0.23 gm/mile

Part = 0.60 gm/mile

CO: [(25,800 veh x (2.5 miles) x (19.39 m = 1,250,655 gm 2,757 lbs

day mil.e day d-ay

veh lb2sies 11 a aHC: [(25,800 e x (2.5 miles) x (1.91 m = 123,195 -'O 272 -

X d mile day day
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veh m lbs

Sox: [(25,800 x. x (2.5 miles) x (0.23 m-•e) 1 14,835 lbs33T

ehb

Part: [(25,800 d-) x (2.5 miles) x (0.47 Qm~)) = 30,315 g- -67 -s
da TIeday - day

1995 CONDITIONS

Basic data includes:

a 1995 Site-Generated Traffic = 43,900 veh/day

. Length of Roadway - 2.5 miles

& Average Travel Speed = 40 mph

0 Emission Factors - CO = 12.00 gm/mile

HC = 1.14 gm/mile

NOx = 2.44 gm/mile

SOx = 0.23 gm/mIle

Part = 0.60 gm/mile

CO: [(43,000 yeN x (2.5 miles) x (12.00 gm-e)] 1,290,000 m 2,844 lbs
Tay 'mle aa~y day

HC: [(#,00 eh) gm= 7 lbs

[(43000 day" x (2.5 ml@ps) x (1.14 = 122,550 day = 270 day

veh•lb
NOx: [(43,000 day x (2.5 miles) x (2.44 = 262,300 578 dayTay1day Ta-y

veh2
SOx: [(43,000 x x (2.5 miles) x (0.23 gm 24,7.5 gm 55 lbs

day day day

iPart, [(d3,000 day x (2.5 miles)x (0.60 qm~)J 64,500 g-m 12 1 bs

Part [(m day day
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At large metropolitan airports, one major source that Is Included
In the emission inventory is the service vehicle emissions. The following
computations for aircraft service vehicle emissions are based on the
methodologies given in EPA publication APTD-1470 (see Section I for refer-
ence).

Pollutant Loading (lb/day) = Service Time (veh-min/aircraft) x
Aircraft Volume (LTO/day) x
1 hr/6O minxFuel Consumption (gal/hr) x

Enission Rate (lb/gal)

First, vehicle-hours/day for each service vehicle type is com-
puted (Table IV-2) using Table IV-1. Using the daily service vehicle fuel
consumption rates (Table IV-3) and Table IV-2, daily fuel consumption was
computed as shown in Table IV-4. Table IV-5y ground service vehicle uncon-
trolled emission factors (gasoline fueled), Is used with Table IV-4 to
compute the total daily pollutant loadings.

AI
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Table IV-2
Ground Service Operating Time

(Vehicles-Hour/Day)

Aircraft Twin- I I
727 DC-9 Business Turbo- Engine I Total I

Vehicles Jeta propb Piston I

Tractor - Existing 37.-40 15.20 I ... 2.75 64.00 119.35

1985 46:20 24.00 4.58 78:50 153:281995 68.20 38.40 8.25 110.00 224.85

Belt Loador -Existing 15.87 4.75 .... ....------ 20.62
1985 19.60 7.50 ...... . .------ 27.10
1995 28.93 12.00 ..... I.---- ------ 40.93

Container Loader- Existing 3.40 I....I ... .. .- . .----- 3.40
1985 4.20 ------ I 4.20
1995 6.20 ------ 6.20

Cabin Service -Existing 6.80 ..... I ... ...------I 6.80
1985 8.40 ..... .... ..------ 1. 8.40
1995 12.40 ------ 12.40

Lavatory Truck -Existing 8.50 4.75 0.67 0.50 21.33 35.75
1985 10.50 7.50 1.17 0.83 26.17 46.17
1995 15.50 12.00 1.83 1.50 36.67 66.84

Water Truck - Existing I.... 3.17 .... 0.50 21.33 25.00

1985 ..... 5.00 .... 0.83 26.17 32.00
1995 ..... 8.00 1.50 36.67 46.17 I

Food Truck - Existing 9.63 5.38 0.50 21.33 36.84 I
1985 11.90 8.50 0.83 26.17 47.40N
1995 17.57 13.60 1.50 36.6I 69.34 I 1

Fuel Truck - Existing 11.33 4.75 0.67 0.50 21.33 38.581
1985 14.00 7.50 1.17 0.83 26.17 49.67 I
1995 20.67 12.00 1.83 1.50 36.67 72.01

Tow Tractor -Existing 5.67 1.58 0.33 0.25 10.67 18.501
1985 7.00 2.50 0.58 0.42 13.08 23.58 I .1
1995 10.33 4.00 0.92 0.75 18.33 33.99 I

a General Aviation service times used.
b F-227 service times used.
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Table !V-3
Ground Service Vehicles
Fuel Consumption Rates

Rate of Fuel
Consumption

Vehicle (gal/hr)

Tractor 1.80
Belt Loader 0.70

Container Loader 1.75

Cabin Service 1.50"

Lavatory Service 1.50*

Water Truck 1.50*

Food Truck 2.00*

ruel Truck 1.70*

Tow Tractor 2.35

Conditioner 1.75

Airstart

Transporting Engine 1.40

Diesel Power Unit 8.20

Ground Power Unit

Transporting Engine 2.00
Gasoline Power Unit 5.00
Diesel Power Unit 7.10

Transporter 1.50

*Estimated Values

Source: "An Air Pollution Impact Methodology for Airports - Phase I"
(APTD-1470) J. E. Norco, R. R. Cirillo, T. E. Baldwin and J. W.
Gudenas, 1973. Table 3.37.
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Table IV-4
Daily Fuel Consumption for Service Vehicles

(gal/day)

Existing 1985 1995.I

Tractor 214.83 275.90 404g,.73

ISI
Belt Loader 14.43 18.97 28.65

Container Loader 5.95 7.35 10.85

Cabin Service 10.20 12.60 18.60

Lavatory Service 53.62 69.25 100.26

Water Truck 37.50 48.00 69.25

Food Truck 73.68 94.80 "138.68

Fuel Truck 65.59 84.44 122.42
I

Tow Tractor 43.47 55.41 79.88

TOTAL 519.27 666.72 973.32
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The summary of the emission inventory data is presented in the
following tables.

Existing Airport Emission Inventory
(lb/day)

CO HC NOx SOx Particulates

Aircraft Traffic 5,445 402 1,265 114 70

Vehicular Traffic9  3,219 386 488 26 69

Service Vehicles 1,144 255 65 1 2

Total 9,808 1,043 1,818 141 141

1985 Airport Emission Inventory
(lb/day)I

CO HC NOx SOx Particulates

Aircraft Traffic 7,310 637 1,717 164 59

Vehicular Traffic9  2,757 272 493 33 67

Service Vehicles 1,468 328 84 1 3

Total 11,535 1,237 2,294 198 129

9 Includes passenger, visitor, and employee traffic.
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1995 Airport Emission Inventory
(lb/day)

CO HC NOx SOx Particulates

Aircraft Traffic 11,058 1,083 2,641 270 90

Vehicular Traffic1 0  2,844 270 578 55 142

Service Vehicles 2,144 479 12222 2 4

I Total 16,046 1,832 3,341 426 236

Block 1-9 - With the completion of the emission i;aventory, a
coordination meeting was scheduled with the State Air Quality Review
Board. The State Review Board determined that the projert is in conformance
with the SIP. The Board also determined that the project level of airport
activity would have the potential to cause violations of carbon monoxide
standards.

Block 1-11 - The PAL computer model was selected to perform the
dispersion analysis. This model was selected because it can compute simul-
taneously the dispersion impact from line, area and point sources. This
model was also chosen because its input parameters are easy to understand
and obtain. A more detailed discussion of the PAL model is contained In
Section III.

10 Includes passenger, visitor, and employee traffic.
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The input parameters used for the PAL dispersion model were:

Area Sources - Parking Lots

Existing - One Lot:

Width - 290 m

Length -274 m gm 1 min 1
Strength - 17.59 - x 1 x

min 60 sec 290x274 m2

3.7 x 10-6 gm CO

m2 -sec

1985 - Expansion of Existing Lot:

Width - 330 m
Length - 274m gm 1 min 1
Strength - 10.24 60 x - xmin 60 sec 330x274 m2

e 4

- 1.9 x 10-6 gm CO
m2 -sec

1995 - Existing Lot with Two New Lots:

Old Lot -Width - 330 m
Length - 274m gm 1 mn 1
Strength - 5.55 x x

min 60 sec 330x274 m2

1.02 x 10-6 gms CO
m2-sec

New Lot - North of Airport Drive

Width - 274 m
Length - 192m gm 1 min 1
Strength - 5.55 -j-- x - xmin 60 sec 274x192 m2

1.8 x 10-6 gmCO
m2 -sec
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New Lot - South of Airport Drive

Width- 274 m
Length - 165 m gm 1 min 1
Strength - 5.55 - x x

min 60 sec 274x 165m2

2.1 x 10-6 gm COm2-sec

Line Source - Roadways

Airport Drive - 4 lanes

Total Roadway Width - 36 m
Median Width - 15 m
Existing Speed - 45 mph
Volume - 2,904 veh/hr
Strength:

q 1.726 x 10-7 x EF (gm/mile) x TV (veh/hr)

- 1.726 x 10-7 x 28.16 x 2,904

= .0141 gm/sec-m CO

1985 Speed - 45 mph
Volume - 3,612 veh/hr
Strength!

q 1.726 x 10-7 x 19.39 (gm/mile) x 3,612 (veh/hr)

= .0121 gm/sec-m CO

1995 Speed - 40 mph
Volume - 6,020 veh/hr
Strength:

q r t1.726 x 10-7 x 12.0 (gm/mile) x 6,020 (veh/hr)

- .0125 gm/sec-m CO
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Line Source - Runway

(Determined from Peak-Hour (perations)

Existing Operations: 25 ops/hr

1985: 32 ops/hr

1995: 46 ops/hr

Runway Emission DensitY

727: (6.99 + 7.91)11 lb/hr-eng x 3 eng = 44.7 lbs/hr

DC-9: (6.99 + 7.09) lb/hr-eng x 2 eng = ?9.8 lbs/hr

Business Jet: (75.06 + 65.61) lb/hr-eng x 2 eng = 281.3 lbs/hr

Turboprop: (0.43 + 0.48) lb!hr-eng x 2 eng = 1.8 lbs/hr

Twin-Engine
Piston: (143.9 + 95.6) lb/hr-eng x 2 eng = 4.79.0 lbs/hr

836.6 lbs/hr

Density is equal to:

836.6 lb/hr x,600 sec 1 hr 454im/lb 105.4. gm/sec CO

Five receptor po!nts were chosen (see Figure IV-2) and various
wind directions -,,re used to disperse the pollutant emissions to the
receptor points. U.ing the PAL computer program, the results of the disper-
sior, study are shown on the following tables.

Take-Off and Climbout *Wde emission factors from AP-42.
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The resulting concentrations were compared to the Carbon Monoxide
1-hour and 8-hour National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). The 1-
hour standard is 40 mg/m 3 while the 8-hour standard is 10 mg/m 3 . Comparing
the dispersion results to the NAAQS standards, no violations were found to
occur at any receptor point or for any of the study years (Block 1-12).
This completed the dispersion analysis of the project.

Block 1-14 - The study results were assembled and summarized.
A formalized air quality report was written and an Air Quality Certifica-
tion was obtained (Block 1-16). The air quality report was made a part of
the Environmental Assessment for the airport expansion and circulated
(Block 1-17).
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SCENARIO 3 - UNIT CONVERSION

The United States Air Force (USAF) is proposing to relocate a
unit of F-15 fighter aircraft to replace the 18 OA-37B aircraft assigned to
the Clear Springs Air Force Base (Figure IV-3). On a typicdl day an F-15
assigned to this base is scheduled to fly a Military Training Route (MTR),
conduct aerial refueling and operate in a Military Operating Area (MOA) or
over a range. The F-15's would spend almost half of their time in weapons
delivery and associated aerial tactics on or near a bombing/gunnery range,
with the remainder devoted to navigation and refueling.

Block 2-1 - The first step is to complete Form 813 (Request for
Environmental Impact Analysis) and decide the type of analysis that is
needed. A unit conversion is not included under the Category Exclusion
section of AFR 19-2.

Blocks 2-? - Next, the Preliminary Environmental Survey Form 814
is filled out. The completion of this form shows that the air quality
effects of this project are unknown and further investigation is needed.

Block 2-5 - Data collection was undertaken to determine existing
air quality and a review of the State SIP was performed.

Block 2-6 - By reviewing existing air quality regulations, it
was learned that the state does not have any Indirect Source Review.

Block 2-9 - Using the availuble opera,,ional data, an emission
inventory of F-15 and OA-37B yearly operations wvas conducted. F-15 em1s-
sions are based on an anticipated four sorties during a peak-hour and an
average of ten sorties per day, six days per week. A sortie is equal to one
landing and one takeoff. OA-37B data is based on four sorties for a peak-
hour and ten sorties per day, six days per week.

In order to obtain the yearly pollution total (metric tons) for
each pollutant for each aircraft type, the emission factor per landing-
takeoff cycle (LTO) is multiplied by the total number of LTO's per day
times the number of days of operation. The aircraft emission factors are
taken from the ACEE report (CEEDO-TR-78-33).

F-15

CO: 10 LTO/day x 1.27 x 10.2 MT/LTO x 312 day/year = 39.62 MT/year

HC: 10 LTO/day x 1.56 x 11-3 MT/LTO x 312 day/year = 4.87 MT/year
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NOx: 10 LTO/day x 3.50 x 10-3 MT/LTO x 312 day/year x 10.92 MT/year

SOx: 10 LTO/day x 8.93 x 10- 4 MT/LTO x 312 day/year = 2.79 MT/year

Part.: 10 LTO/day x 1.30 x 10- 4 MT/LTO x 312 day/year = 0.41 MT/year

OA-37B

CO: 10 LTO/day x 4.55 x 10-2 MT/LTO x 312 day/year = 141.96 MT/year

HC: 10 LTO/day x 7.01 x .0-3 MT/LTO x 312 day/year = 21.87 MT/year

NOx: 10 LTO/day x 6.98 x 10-4 MT/LTO x 312 day/year = 2.18 MT/year

Sox: 10 LTO/day x 3.87 x 10-4 MT/LTO x 312 day/year = 1.21 MT/year

Part.: 10 LTO/day x 3.24 x 10-6 MT/LTO x 312 day/year = 1.01 x 10-1 MT/year

When the existing environment with OA-37B is compared to the
proposed environment with the F-15, the following differences In pollutants
enitted are Identified.

CO: -102.34 MT/year

HC: -17.00 MT/year

1 NOx: +8.74 MT/year

SOx: +1.58 MT/year

Part: +.40 MT/year

There will be a net reduction in CO and HC annual emissions.

Emissions of NOx, Particulate Matter and SOx are expected to Increase.
An increase of 9 metric tons per year of NOx Is not expected to generate
a problem In the airport area.

Block 2-10 - A consultation meeting was held with the State
Air Quality Review Agency. When the SIP was reviewed to determine action
consistency, it was learned that the project was In a designated CO non-
attainment area. In order to ascertain the Impact of the project on CO
ambient levels, a dispersion analysis was required (Block 2-12).
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In order to further quantify the effect of aircraft air pollutant
emission In the project area, the PAL computer model was selected to per-
form the dispersion analysis (Block 2-12). This model was chosen because
Its Input parameters are easy to. understand and obtain.

The input par.-meters used for the PAL dirperslon model were:

Runway Emission Density

F-15

CO: 1.27 x 10-2 MT/LTO x 4 LTO/hour = 5.08 x 10-2 MT/hour

1 hour5.08 x 10-2 MT/hour x600 seconds x 100 gm/MT

- 14.11 gm/sec

Two receptor points were located In the closest residential areas
to the airport. Worst case meteorology was used to disperse the pollutant
emissions to the receptor ponts.

Dispersion from roadways was not analyzed because there will not
be any changes In vehicular traffic caused by. the unit conversion. Some
personnel may be added but others will be transferred. The unit conversion
will not result In a net gain of personnel to thr base.

Using the PAL computer program, the results of the dispersion
study are shown In the following table.

CO Concentrations

.Receptor Point 1 Receptor Point 2

1 Hour 8 Hours I Hour 8 Hours

0.044 0.029 0.034 0,0221

These concentrations are well below the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards for one and eight hours (Block 2-13).
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Block 2-15 - The study results were assembled and summarized for
Inclusion within the project's Environmental Assessment.

Block 2-16 - Based on the findings of the Environmental Assess-
ment, Form 15 "nvironmental Assessment Certificate" was filled out. The
Air Q~ality Analysis results indicate small or no Impact to the air quality
from this project. If there are no other environmental impactsp then a
statement of Findings of No Significant Impact (FONSI) can be Issued and
the analysis Is complete (Block 2-18).
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SCENARIO 4 - LOW LEVEL FLIGHTS

The, Unites States Air Force is proposing to establish a Military
Operating Area (MOA) in the Southwest sectinn of the country. This particu-
lar MOA is planned to allow random, low-level operations by A-1O ground
support fighter airceaft. These flights would be below 10,000 feet Mean Sea
Level (HSL) and at speeds exceeding 250 knots indicated airspeed (KIAS).

Block 2-1 - Form 813 (Request for Environmental Impact Analysis)
is completed and a determination made of the type of analysis that is
required. This project is not covered by a Categorical Exclusion (CATEX)
and it was decided an Environmental Assessment is required.

Block 2-3 - Form 814 "Preliminary Environmental Survey" is filledout. The project is expected to produce air quality impacts but it cannot

be determined at this stage what the effect of these impacts will be.

Block 2-5 - Existing air quality data is collected and a review
made of the State Implementation Plan (SIP). From the SIP it was determined
that the project is not located in a pollutant nonattainment area. The
project is not located in a state with Indirect Source Review (Blocki-6).

Block 2-9 - Military aircraft conducting flight training opera-
tions within the MOA will emit air pollution contaminants of particulates,
hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and oxides of sulfur and nitrogen. The
quantity of each pollutant was derived by using data for A-10 aircraft
pollutant Omission rates and the projected annual hours of flying activity

in the MOA.

The aircraft emission inventory was computed using the modal
emission factors and fuel flow from the ACEE report times the hours of
flying activity. The emission factor will be based on using military thrust
throughout the MOA. The emission factor for the A-10 is the emission rate
times the fuel flow.

CO: 2.3 g/kg-fuel/engine x .323 kg/s x 2 engines = 1.486 g/sec
HCt 0.1 g/kg-fuel/engine x .323 kg/3 X 2 engines = 0.646 g/seo

NOx: 10 g/kg-fuel/engine x .323 kg/s x 2 engines = 6.46 g/sec

Part: 0.05 g/kg-fuel/engine x .323 kg/s x 2 engines = 0.0322 g/sec
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41 It was estimated that the A-10's will fly approximately 2,000
hours per year.

CO: 1.486 g/sec x 3600 see/hour x-2000 hours/year x 10-6 MT/gm

= 10.70 MT/year

HC: 0.0646 g/sec x 3600 sec/hour x 2000 hours/year x 10-6 MT/gm

= 0.46 MT/year

NOx: 6.46 g/sec x 3600 sec/hour x 2000 hours/year x 10-6 MT/gm

4= 6.52 MT/year

Part: 0.0322 g/sec x 3600 sec/hour x 2000 hours/year x 10-6 tHT/gm

= 0.24 MT/year

The aircraft's total emissions are a small percentage of the
total emissions in the MOA and are not significant In terms of regional air
quality.

Block 2-10 - A meeting was held with the State Air Quality Review
Agency to determine action conformity with the SIP. The project was deter-
mined to be consistent with the SIP. Because of the type of action being
proposed (low level flighta at high speeds), the State Review Board did
request that a dispersion study be performed to determine ground level
CO concentrations.

Block 2-12 - The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Point
Area Line (PAL) moIel was used to evaluate the pollution concentrations
of aircraft operating in the MOA areas. Aircraft emission factors were
obtained from the ACEE report. The carbon monoxide concentration, vere
predicted for a 2.0 kilomiter flight track at 200 meters per second ground
speed and 90 meters above ground level.

The CO eLrission factor from the ACEE report Is:

2.3 g/kg fuel/engine x .323 kg/s x 2 engines = 1.486 g/lec
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Four receptor points were chosen, two und.;r the aircraft flight
path and two downwind of the the flight path. Tne predicted worse case
ground level one hour CO pollutant concentrations are listed In the follow-
Ing table.

CO Concentrations

mg/rn3

Receptor Point 1 Receptor Point 2

1 Hour 8 Hours 1 Hour 8 Hours

0.25 x 10-'; 0.16 x 10-4 0.24 x 10- 4  0.16 x 10-4

Receptor Point 3 Receptor Point 4

I Hour 8 Hours 1 Hour 8 Hours

0.11 x 10- 4  0.71 x 10-5 0.41 x 10-6 0.27 x 10-6

Block 2-13 - The PAL results indicated an insignificant air
quality Impact should this proposal be Implemented. The study results were
then assembled and documented for inclusion within the Assessment Report

(Block 2-15).

Block 2-16 - Form 815 "Environmental Assessment Certificate"
Incorporating the results of the Environmental Assessment was completed.
The air quality analysis Indicatd that there would be no significant Impact
to the MOA area by the proposed project. If there are no other environmen-
tal parameters to be analyzed, then a statement of Findings of No Signifi-
cant Impact (FONSI) can be 1s3ued to complete the project analysis (Block
2-18)I
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SECTION V: GLOSSARY AND
ANWJTATED 9EFEREEW2E LIST

GLOSSARY

In order to assist in the understanding of the other sections of
this handbook, a glo3sary of basic air quality terms has been added.

A

Air Quality Data Base

A collection of information about ambient air quality that existed within
an area during a particular time period. This data Is usually collected
and published by the State Air Pollution Control Agency.

Air Quality Model

An algorithmic relationship between pollutant emissions and pollutant con-
cenvrations used in the prediction of a project's pollutant Impact.

Air Quality Monitor

A device for measuring pollutant noncentratlons. One such device is a Non-

Dispersed Infrared Analyzer used to record carborn monoxide concentrations.

Air Qualit , Standard

A legal requirement for air quality, usually expressed In terms of a maxi-
mum allowable pollutant concentration averaged over a specified interval.
For rxample, the one-hour national standard for carbon monoxide is 40
mg/mi.

Ambient Corcentrations

Initial concentration sensed/measured at a monito-ing/sampling site.
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A-Continued

Ambient Monitoring

Systematic measurements of the characteristics (e.g., pollutant concentra-
tion and wind velocity) of the air at a fixed location.

Air Quality Control Region (AQCR)

An interstate or intrastate geographic region designated by the EPA that
has significant air pollution or the potential for significant air pollu-
tion and, due to topography, meteorology, etc., needs a common air quality
control strategy. The region includes all the counties that are affected by
or have sources that contribute directly to the air quality of that region.

Area Source

The agglomeration of many sources that have low emi3sion rates spread over
a large area which are too numerous to treat individually. An example of
this type of source would be a parking lot.

Atmospheric Stability

The resistai.ce to or enhancement of vertical air movement related to the
vertical temperature profile (see Pasquill Stability Classification).

Averaging Time

A period over which measurements of air quality parameters are taken. Air
quality standards are specified for averaging times of one, three, eight
and twenty-four hours, as well as one year.

B

Background Concentration

Pollutant concentration due to rPoural sources and distant unidentified
man-made sources.
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C

Carbon Monoxide (CO)

This is a colorle33j odorlessp toxic gas producad by the Incomplete burning
of the carbon in fossil fuOý13.

Clean Air Act

The Federal law regulating air quality; when amended In 1967, it required
that air quality criteria necessary to protect the public health and
welfare be developed.

Clean Air Act Amendments

The 1970 Amendments to the Clean Air Act redefined tha strategy of the
Act and called for every state to submit an implementation plan to the?A describing the control strategies o be used to attain compliance
with NatAonal Ambient Air Quality Standards.

The 1977 Amendments called for each state to revise its implementation
plan in oraer to provide for the attainment of the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards as expeditiously as practicable but not later than
December 31oi 1n98? (December 31, 1987 under certain conditions for photo-
chemical otidanti and/or carbon monoxide). It also called for the states
to protect where the air was still relatively clean.

Control Strategy

A combination of Limiting measures designed to achieve the aggregatereduction of emissions. For example. a State Implementation Plan may

contain a Transportation Control Plan with strategies to reduce vehicular
miles traveled and an Inspection and Maintenance Program.

Criteria Pollutant

A pollutant for which EPA has established a National Ambient Air Quality
Standard, i.e., oxidants, N02, S02, CO, HC, TSP, and Pb.
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D

Diffusion

The gradual mixing of the molecules of two or more pollutants as a result
of random thermal motion.

Dispersion

The process by which atmospheric pollutants disseminate due to wind and
vertical stability.

D riving Cycle

A profile of velocity versus time, specified for determining vehicular
emission rates. This cycle would include periods of stopping, acceleration,
cruising and deceleration.

•(• E

Emission Factor

The rate at which pollutants are emitted Into the etmosphere by one source
or a combination of sources.

Emission Inventory

A complete list of sources and rates of pollutant emissions within a speci-
fied area and time Interval.

Environmental Impact Statement

A Federal document In which the Impacts of any major Federal action which
may have a significant environmental effect are evaluated prior to Its
construction or implementatlon, as required by the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969, As Amended.

EPA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
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F

Frequency Distribution

A curve of the percentage frequency of occurrence of each value that a
ve-iable may take on.

G

Gaussian Model

A pollutant dispersion model based on the eaussian dispersion equationi
which asslumes a constant fractional decrease in concentration per unit
distance in the crosswind and vertical direction from a stationary or
moving center of dispersion.

H

HIydrocarbons (HC)

These gases represent unburned and wasted fuel. They come from incomplete
combustion of gasoline and from evaporation of petroleum fuels.

IAS
Indicated air speed.

Indirect Control

Control of air quality by altering activities that influence the rate and
distribution of emissions (e.g., traffic patterns, land use). Indirect
control contrasts with direct oontrol at the source of the emissions (e.g.,
devices on automobiles or smoke stacks).

Indirect Source

Any structure or installation which attracts an activity which creates
omissions of pollutants. For example, a shopping center, an airport, or

a stadium can all be considered to be indirect gources.
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I-Continued

IFR (Instrument Flight Rules)

Weather conditions below the minimum for flight under visual flight rules.

IFR Military Training Routes

Routes used by the Department of Defense and the associated Reserve and
Air Guard units for the purpose of conducting low-altitude navigation
and tactical training In both the IFR and VFR weather conditions below
10,000 feet SL at air speeds In excess of 250 knots IAS.

Inventory

See "Emission Inventory."

Inversion

A thermal gradient created by warm air situated above cooler air. An In-
version suppresses turbulent mixing ard thus limits the upward dispersion
of polluted air.

L

Land Breeze

A light winlolowing from land to a large body of water at night due to
temperature differences between land and water.

I--.

Lead

This is a heavy metal that when ingested or Inhaled affects the blood
forming organs, kidneys and the nervous system. The chief source of this
pollutant is the combustion of leaded gasoline in automobiles.

Line Source

A long, narrow source of emissions such as a roadway or runway.

/
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L-Continued

Link

A portion of a road in a highway network.

Local Meteorology

The weather conditic.ns, temperature, wind velocity, mixing height, cloud
cover, etc., that exist In a particular area.

Low Altitude Operations

Operations conducted below 18,000 feet MSL.

M

Macroscale

Large scale, involvirg disman',es of 100 to several thousand kilometers and
times of one to severe days.

MSL

Mean Sea Level.

Mesoscale

Medium or middle scale involving distances of 1 to 100 kilometers and times
of one to twenty-four hours. An emission inventory for an airport would be
done on a inesosiuale basis.

Meteorological Variables

Wind speed and direction, mixing height, temperature, pressure, degree of
turbulence, sunlight intensity, humidity, and precipitation.

V-7
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M-Continued

Microscale

Small scale, involving distances up to approximately one kilometer and
times Up to a few tens of minutes. The computing of pollutant concentra-
tions at receptor ponts Is an example of a microscale analysis.

Military Operations Area

A MOA Is an air space assignment of defined vertical and lateral dimensions
established outside positive control area to separate/segregate certain
military activities from IFR traffic and to Identify for VFR traffic where
these activities are conducted.

Micrograms per cubic meter.

Mobile Source

A moving vehicle that emits pollutants. Such sources Include airplanes,
automobiles, trucks, trains, ships and farm equipment.

Mceal Emission Factors

Vehicular emissions factors for Individual modes of operation. For air-
craft, these modes would Include climbout, ipproach and taxiing.

Monitoring Site

The location of a measurement device In a monitoring network.H
N

NAAQS

National Ambient Air Quality Standards, established by the EPA to protect
human health (primary. standards) and to protect property and aesthetics
(secnndary standards).

V-8
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N--Cont tnued

Q4~ 4

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)

A poisonous and highly reactive gas produced when fuel Is burned at high
temperatures causing somi of the abundant nitrogen in the air to burn also.
This p~ollutant Is emitted by automobile or aircraft engines, electric power
plants, and other very large energy-conversion processes.

Nonatta~nment Area

A geographic area designited by EPA where violation of at lea!;t one Na-
tional Ambtent Air Quality Standard occurs.

0

Ozone (03)

Thl3 Is a colorless, tox!c gas formed by the photochemical reactions ofhydrocarbons with the oxides of nitrogen.

P

Pasquill Stability Classification

A method of classifying atmospheric stablilty based oo Incoming solar
i-adiation and wind speed. The stability classlflcations range from A
stability (extremely unstable conditions) to F stability (moderately
stable conditions).

Photochemical Smog

The atmospheric condition that results wher, hydrocarbons and nitrogen
oxides emitted In the atmosphere react In the presence of sunlight to form
other pollutants, such as oxidants.

V-9
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P-Continued

Plume

The spreading pollutants emitted by a fixed source such as a smokestack.

Point Stdtionary Source

A pollutant source that is fixed to the ground and that releases pollttants
through a relatively small area (e.g., a smokestack).

FPM

Parts per million (40") by volume.

Precursor

A chemical compound that leads to the formation of a pollutant. Hydro-carbons and nitrogen oxides are precursors of photochemical oxidants.

Prevention of S19nificant Deterioration (PSD) Area

A geographic area that contains air which Is relatively clean and not In
violation of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards. The emissions
in these areas are regulated to prevent degradation of its air quality.

Primary Pollutant

Chemical contaminants which are released directly to the atmosphere by a
source,

Primary Standard

A National Ambient Air Quality Standard set to protect human health.

R

Receptor Point

A designated location where pollutant levels are examined.

IN
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Sea Breeze

A light wind blowing from a large body of water to surrounding land areas
during the day due to temperature differences between land Pnd water.

Secondary Pollutant

Atmospheric contaminants formed in the atmosphere as a result of such
chemical reactions, as hydrolysis, oxidation, and photochemistry.

Secondary Standard

A National Ambient Air Quality Standard set to protect human welfare.

Simulation Model

A mathematical description of a real physical and/or chemical process. The
responses of the model to input parameter variations are analogous to those
of the real processes.

Stability

A property of the atmosphere which determines the amount of vertical
mixing.

Stable Layer

A layer of air In which very little mixing takes place.

State Implementation Plan

The strategy to be used by a state to control air pollution in order that
the National Ambient Air Quality Standards will be met. EPA regulations
require that each state devise such a plan or the EPA will impose its own
plan for that state.

Stationary Source

A source of pollutants which is immobile. Such sources include industrial
complexes; power plants, and individual heating units.
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S--Continued

, .. L

Sulf Olo ld (SO2)
ur x • • : . ':-

. , . '

Thls Is a corrosive and poisonous gaspreduoedmlnly from the burning of
sulfur containing fuel.

Surface La:/er

The layer of alr near the ground, generally"1 itO. 100 meters high, where

surface features (e.g., trees, bulldlngs).lffeOt..et•ospherlc turbulence and
diffusion.

• Total Suspended Particulates IT.SP) .:•

These are solid or liquid partloles small-e•h.i"to'remaln suspended in
"i'lr. They range widely In size from part loiesvis•blO as soot or smoke to

}'", those too s•all to detect except with an electron llorosoope.

,Transportation Control ,Plan {.TC.P) "'. "

A plan specifying measures to regulate the eml•Slo'h of pollutants from
mobile sources.

Tur._ bulenc__...e

Unsteady and Irregular motions of air In the st•sphere.

V

Vehicle Hlles Traveled •VHT) ' :, '/

The sum of distances traveled by all motor veh.toles In a specified region.
This sum is used. In con|putlng an emission.inventory for motor vehicles.

VFR

Flying using visual flight rules,
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Wind Rose I,

A oircular diagram showing the frequency of wind directions experienced at N
a given location, -over ,spme period of time...
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ANNOTATED REFERENCE LIST

Many useful technical air quality documents are available which
explain the various methodologies and document relateu study results. These
references are highlighted below:

1. U.S. Air Force Engineering and Service Center CEEDO, September 1978.

Aircraft Air Pollution Emission Estimation and Techniques -
ACEE, CEEDO-TR-78-33.

This report presents a five-step analytical methodology that
can be adapted to nearly any aircraft related air quality a3sess-
ment problem. The methodology Is for use by base level environ-
mental personnel to calculate (1) annual aircraft emissions and
(2) downfield pollutant concentrations.

2. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. August 1978. User's Guide to
MOBILE 1: Mobile Source Emissions Model, EPA Report No. EPA-400/I 9-78-007.

This document presents a computer model that calculates composite

emission factors for Hydrocarbons, Carbon Monoxide and Oxides of
Nitrogen from motor vehicles.

3. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. February 1981. User's Guide
to MOBILE 2: Mobile Source Emissions Model, EPA Rr~port No. EPA
46013-81.006.

This document presents a computer model that calculates composite
emission factors for Hydrocarbons, Carbon Monoxide and Oxides
of Nitrogen from motor vehicles. MOBILE 2 supercedes MOBILE
1 and Incorporates several new options, calculating method-
ologles, emission factor estimates, emission control regulations
and program designs.

4. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. July 1975. Handbook for the
Review of Airport Environmental Impact Statements EPA Report
ANLIES-46.

This report supplies to airport planners and reviewing agencies
guidelines for the technical review of airport environmental
Impact statements.

V- 14
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5. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. May 1980. User's Guide for
HIWAY 2 - A Highway Air Pollution Model EPA Report No. EPA-600/
8-80-018.

ThIs document describes a computer model HIWAY 2 that can be

used to estimate the concentrations of nonreactive pollutants
at receptor locations downwind of "at-grade" and "cut section"
highways.

6. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1972. Aircraft Emissic.4s: Impact
on Air Quality and Feasibility of Control.

This report presents the available information on the present
and predicted nature and extent of aircraft a:.r pollution in
the United States. It also discusses the present and future
technological feasibility of controlling such emissions.

7. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. February 1978. User's Guide
for PAL, A Gaussian-Plume Algorithm for Point, Area, and Line
Sources. EPA Report EPA-600/4-78-013.

This report presents a method of estimat!;ng short-term dispersion
concentrations using Gaussian-plume steady-state assumptions for
point, area, and line sources.

8. U.S. Eavironmental Protection Agency. October 1978. Air Pollutant
Emission Factors for Military and Civil Aircraft. EPA Report
No. EPA-450/3-78-117.

This document provides aircraft engine emission factors for
military and civilian aircraft.

9. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. March 1977. Aircraft Emission
Factors. EPA Report PB 275 067.

This report provides updated aircraft engine emission factors
and a sample of the calculation methodology used in obtaining
these numbers.

10. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. December 1974. Airport Emission
Inventory Methodology. EPA Report No. EPA-450/3-75-048.

This report describes a methodology for performing emission
inventories at airp:,rts. Within the basic methodology, three
sub-methodologies are presented corresponding to municipal,
military, and civilian airports.
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11. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. January 1973. An Air 7ollution
Impact Methodology for Airports - Phase IL EPA Report APTD-1476.

This report presents a methodology ijr assessing the air pollu-
tion impact of major commercial airports and the urban activities
that surround them.

12. U.". Environmental Protection Agency. March 1973. Guide For Compiling
A Comprehensive Emission Inventory. EPA Report APTD-1135.

This report describes the procedures for obtaining and codifying
information about air pollutant emissions from stationary and
mobile sources.

13. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. January 1973. Workbook of Atmo-
spheric Dispersion Estimates.

This workbook presents methods of practical application of the
binormal continuous plume dispersion model to estimate concentra-
tions of air pollutants. Estimates of dispersion are those of
Pasquill as restated by Gifford with emphasis on estimating
concentrations from continuous sources.

14. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. February 1976. Compilation of
Air Pollutant Emission Factors. Second Edition with Supplements.
EPA Report AP-42.

This document presents data available on those atmospheric
emissions for which sufficient Information exists to establish
realistic emission factors. These emission factors cover most of
the common emilaion categories: fuel combustion by stationary and
mobile sources; combustion of solid waste; evaporation of fuels,
solvents, and other volatile substances; various industrial
processes; and miscellaneous sources. This is one of the most
utilized references In airport pollution analyses.

15. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. September 1980. Guidelines for
Air Quality Maintenance Planning and Analysis. Volumes I through
14. EPA Report No. EPA-450/4-78-O01.

This series of documents provide State and local agencies with
Information and guidance for the preparation of Air Quality
Maintenance Plans.
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16. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1978. Carbon Monoxide Hotspot
Guidelines, Volumes 1-6. EPA Report Nos. EPA-450/3-78-033, 034,
035v 036, 037, 040.

These documents present techniques and guidelines for locatingand analyzing potential carbon monoxide hotspot near roadways

and intersections.

17. Federal Aviation Administration. December 1975. Airport Vicinity
Pollution Model User Cttr'. FAA Report No. FAA-RD-75-230.

This report describes the computer code and input methodology
of the Airport Vicinity Air Pollution (AVAP) model. Samples of
Input and output are presented as well as the basic formulas
used in the calculations.

18. Federal Aviation Administration. July 1980. Impact of Aircraft Emis-
sions on Air Quality In the Vicinity of Airports, and Sub-Model
Developmant. FAA Report No. FAA-EE-80-09A.

This report, the first of two volumes, documents the results of a
combined FAA/EPA study to assess the impact of CO, HC, and NO
in the vicinity of airports. Volume I covers the informatioA
gathered during a series of monitoring programs at Washington
National, Los Angeles International, Dulles International, and
Lakeland, Florida airports.

19. Federal Aviation Administration. July 1980. Impact of Aircraft rJ-s1-
sions on Air Quality In the Vicinity of Airports# Volume II:
An updated Model Assessment of Aircraft Generated Air Pollution
at LAX, JFK, and ORD. FAA Report No. FAA.-EE-80-09B.

This document presents the second part of a two-volume combined
FAA/EPA study. The report attempts to realistically simulate the
air quality Impact of aircraft In and around airport property
during adverse dispersion conditions.

20. Federal Aviation Administration. June 1981. Environmental Handbook,
Draft FAA Order 1050.15.

This order provides guidance and instructions necessary for pre-
paring and processing the environmental assessments of Federal
Aviation Administration actions.

r
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21. Federal Aviation Administration. March 1980. Airport Environmental
Handbook, FAA Order 5050.4.

This order provides instructions and guidance for preparing and
processing the environmental assessments of airport development
proposals and other airport actions as required by various laws
and regulations.

22. Federal Aviation Administration, July 1981. SIMPLEX "A" - A Simplified
Atmospheric Dispersion Model For Airport Use (Users Guide). FAA
Report No. FAA-EE-81-8.

This document describes the method, limitations and uses of
the SIMPLEX "A" atmospheric dispersion model. This model deter-
mines pollutant concentrations from taking-off aircraft and
has the flexibility to easily accept parameter changes. It
can toreat either single or multiple aircraft departures and
permits air quality calculations to be made by persons without
an extensive computer background.

23. Federal Highway Administration. November 1979. CALINE 3 - A Versatile
Dispersion Model for Predicting Air Pollutant Levels Near High-
ways and Arterial Streets, FHWA Report No. FHWA/CA/TL-79123.

This report describes a model that can be used to predict carbon
monoxide concentrations near highways and arterial streets given
traffic emissions, site geometry and meteorology.

24. Federal Highway Administration. June 1978. Highway Air Quality Impact
Appraisals, Volume II Guidance for Highway Planners and Engi-
neers. FHWA Report No. FHWA-RD-78-.100.

This document provides guidance for highway planners and engi-
neers in selecting and designing air quality analyses that should
be performed as part of a transportation planning project.

25. Schewep George J., Laurence J. Budney, and Bruce C. Jordan. October
16-18, 1978. CO Impact of General Aviation Aircraft. Paper
presented at the Air Quality and Aviation: An International
Conference.

This paper presents a modeling analysis of the Impact of general
aviation aircraft on ambient carbon monoxide concentrations.
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26. Segal, H.M., Yamartino, R. The Influence of Aircraft Operations on Air
Quality at Airports. Journal of the Air Pollution Control Asso-
ciation, August 1981.

This paper presents ,the r3sults of a FAA/EPA study which includes
the assessment of air quality at five commercial and one general
aviation airport.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX

Aircraft Activity Threshold Levels

Determined by Parametric and Statutory Criteria

In developing the step-by-step air quality assessment process
(Section II) and in reviewing airport air quality documentation1 , it was
noticed that airport activity was not always at a level that would produce
carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations in violation of the national ambient
air quality standards. It followed that if activity levels at certain air-
ports were low and the resulting pollutant levels were low relative to
ambient standards, considerable time and money could be saved if a thresh-
old concept technique was developed which would screen out the need for
further analysis. This perception led to an analysis of pollution from
automobile and aircraft sources at general aviation and commercial airports
for the purpose of establishing activity threshold levels below which a
detailed air quality assessment would not ba required.

The analysis procedure involved the following steps:

1. The review of state indirect so0trce regulations.

2. The development of a parametric analysis of
concentrations produced by aircraft and other
airport sources. This analysis involved the use
of the EPA's PAL computer program and the
Department of Transportation CALINE 3 models.

1 See Reference 18 in the Annotated Reference List in Section V.
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STATE YHRESHOLD ANALYSIS

A few states still retain Indirect Source Review (ISR) regula-
tions. Some of these states have established threshold levels below which
detailed air quality assessments may be bypassed. These thresholds are
based on either parking lot capacity, highway annual daily or hourly
traffic volume, airport passengers per year or the number of airport
operations. Sample threshold levels for state ISR are summarized in Table
A-1.

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

General Aviation Airports

Aircraft and automobiles are the two main pollution sources
at a general aviation airport, with aircraft being the predominant pollu-
tion sources. The EPA PAL model was used in the general aviation airport
analysis. The emm1ssions were considered to originate from aircraft with
twin Teledyne/Continental TS1O-360C engines. Concentrations were measured
at source-receptor distances of 300 and 500 meters for a spectrum of
ai'port activity levels. These distances reflect the range of distances
o.er which the public might first be exposed to sigltlficant pollution from
aircraft at a general aviation airport.

The wind angle producing the highest concentration was used in

the calculation along with a wind spaed of one meter per second and a
stability class of I'D."

Thlse parameters reflect the pollution Pqonditions expected during
the hours Of the day that an airport would be active. Calculations were
performed for the highest polluting mode, takeoff. Results of the disper-
sion modeling are plotted in Exhibit A-I.

Commercial Airports

The two major carbon monoxide (CO) sources at commercial airports
are queuing aircraft that are lined up Just prior to takeoff ana auto-
mobiles that are moving at slow speeds around the terminal. While it
is expected that automobiles would be the predominant source impacting
pedestrians at a commercial airport, a cneck was first made to quantify the
extent of pollution from aircraft. Emt38ion3 from a taxiway queue prior to
takeoff was selected for analysis.

A-2
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Seven commercial aircraft that were observed to be queued prior
to takeoff at a busy airport were analyzed. Source-receptor distances
of 500 and 1,000 meters were selected to reflect the distances at which the
general public might first be exposed to these aircraft emissions. The
results of this analysis, which was performed with the PAL model for the
meteorological conditions described for the general aviation case, show the
concentrations from commercial aircraft are between 4 and 14 percent of the
one hour NAAQS. These findings are consistent with prior modeling and
monitoring data2 at air carrier airports which shows CO pollutant contribu-
tions from commercial aircraft to be low. These findings suggest that for
air carrier airports, the basis for air quality threshold evaluation
should be directed toward the automobile traffic.

The California Line Source Model (CALINE 3) was employed to
analyze automobile pollution. Emission factors for light duty gasoline
vehicles were obtained from the MOBILE II computer program. 3 Meteorological
assumptions were the same as those used in previous General Aviation
Airport analyses and the results of the analy1is are parametrically plotted
in Exhibit A-2.

THRESHOLD DETERMINATION

Generally, emission sources at an airport which contribute only a
small percentage of the national standards (i.e., 10 percent) would prob-
ably not require detailed air quality analysis.

For the general aviation case (Exhibit A-I), 10 percent of
the standard would be generated by approximately 50 departures per hour.
Assuming the peak-hour general aviation activity to be approximately 20
percent of the total daily activity, then the annual operations (2 x
lepartures) would be:

50 departures + 20% x 365 days/year x 2 182,000 operations/year

or approximately 180,000 annual operations. This level appears in the
assessment flow chart in Section II as the non-air carrier threshold for
further air quality analysis.

2 See Reference 18 in the Annotated Reference List in Section V.

3 See Reference 3 in the Anrotated Reference List in Section V.
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For the comm'ercial airport case, Exhibit A-2 shows that approxi-
mately 360 arriving vehicles per hour generate an hourly CO concentration
of 4.0 mg/m 3 (10 percent of the standard) at a distance of 15 meters (50
feet) from the roadway edge when operating at a congested terminal.

Assuming that peak-hour automobile activity is 10 percent of the
total daily traffic at the terminal, and that each vehicle is associated
with one enplaning passenger, then the total annual passengers for the
facility can be computed as:

360 arriving vph (or 360 enplaning passengers
per hour) + (10%) x (365 days/year) = 1,314,000
enplanements or approximately 1,300,000 annual
enplaned passengers.

Thus the threshold levels established by the parametric analysis
are 180,000 operations per year for general aviation aircraft and 1,300,000
enplaned passengers per year for commercial air carrier airports. These
operational threshold levels represent existing or projected cumulative
totals, not increases. If an improvement project having the potential
for air quality impact is proposed at an airport with these levels of
activity or projected to have them as a result of the project, then a more
detailed air quality assessment for that action may be warranted.

The state threshold criteria are lower than the parametrically
developed thresholds (see Summary Table A-2 below).

Table A-2

Comparison of Threshold Criteria

State Analysis Parametric Analysis

Passengers/year 1,000,000 2,600,000

Operations/year 50,000 to 100,000 180,000
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L The state threshold criteria is used in the selection of projects
for Indirect Source Review and would have been developed to reflect state-
wide pollutant conditions, strategies, or problem areas. Therefore these
conditions could be expected to be more restrictive and, in fact, appear
earlier in the assessment flow chart presented in Section II.

For projects in those states that do not have ISR, the parametricII threshold criteria would prevail unless consultation with the state/
regional Air Quality Agency revealed further requirements.
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